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Thrill store: provide more than just cheap finds

That 80s Shaw

Dakasfall.aNe4Cava.lan

"Keeping Up With the foneses" sets the
clock back to 1984 in a whirlwind of wit
and cynicism.

Women s soccer plays aggressive, but
could not find the net in 1-0 loss to the
University of Virginia Tuesday night.

James Madison University
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Parade among
Homecoming
weekend events
Commons Day, pep rally also planned
BY RACHEL GOCKEL

contributing writer
Homecoming week may be
drawing to a close, but there
still are many opportunities to
show school pride. This year's
theme is Purple Power, arid students have been encouraged to
wear purple clothing all week
to show schex >1 -pint
Commons Day, which is
held today from II a.m. to noon
on the commons, is a way to
"get the students of JMU spirited
and
excited
about
Homecoming,'' said senior Kit
Collins, Commons Day chair of
the Homecoming committee.
Commons Day will feature
several games, such as a basketball and football toss, and prizes
will be given to winners.
Students will be able to pick up
their tickets to the football game,
vote for Mr. and Ms. Madison,
play JMU trivia and participate
in a wing-eating contest at 1
p.m., according to Collins.
A T-shirt swap table also
will be set up for Commons
Day, allowing students to bring
clean T-shirts from other colleges in exchange for JMU
Homecoming shirts. The shirts
collected will be donated to a
charity. Free cotton candy and
popcorn and prizes, such as
Slinkys and car antenna-toppers, will be given to students.
The Car-POW car decorating contest will be held tomor' 'in
Field
ontest usually deceeati- 'Sett can with

purple and yellow, the Duke
Dog and other JMU paraphernalia. The first-place winner
will receive an all-zone JMU
parking pass, and the top three
decorated cars will participate
in the Homecoming parade
Friday at 5 p m
Trie parade will travel down
Duke and Bluestone drives and
will feature the Marching Royal
Dukes and floats designed by
student groups. Entries into the
car contest still are being
accepted. Contact begleyje lor
information.
Immediately following the
parade, the first annual
Homecoming pep rally will
be held on the commons.
This will be the first pep rally
for a JMU Homecoming
game, according to Student
Ambassador Lawson Ricketts,
a junior. Ricketts said, "We're
hoping to start a tradition."
Free pizza, popcorn, beads
and pompoms will be given out.
Entertainment will include a
tug of war between the JMU
cheerleaders and music by Exit
245's Brian King, a junior. At the
end of the pep rally, 1,000 Purple
Out T-shirts will be distributed
The Homecoming JumpOff!! will be held in' PC
Ballroom Oct. 10 from 10 p.m.
to 3 a.m. The concert will feature the Ruff Ryders' "Drag
On" and be sponsored by the
Black Student Alliance and
BridgeGap Entertainment.
The Homecoming football
see SPIRIT, page i

KRISTIN tXlNNHi VlaafphoKtraplitr
Christine RoMnson. second from left, a tint-year professor of
sociology and Interdisciplinary liberal studies, speaks at
Harmony's candlelight vigil Tuesday night on the commons.

Vigil remembers
hate-crime victims
Over 50 people attend Harmony
sponsored event on commons
BY JAMS HOI.COMBE

contributing writer
To keep the memory of
hate-crime victims alive, over
50 students participate,! in
Harmony's candlelight vigil
that illuminated the commons
Tuesday night
"Do not let hatred win. It
will destroy us," Harmony's
president, Johnalex ('.olden,
a junior, concluded at the
end of his speech.
Harmony, which sponsored
the vigil, was founded at JMU
to support and cultivate a
"social environment lor gay,
lesbian, bisexual, Iransgendered persons and straight supporters," according to its Web
Bteumw./mutariMoiiye'v
The hate crime vigil was
held in order to keep ""' memory of lute-crime victims alive.
The vigil started in l"« after
Matthew Shepard, a 21 yea
old gay mak' from Wyoming,
was beaten and left loi dead

because of his sexual preference Oct. 6,1998.
"We've done a vigil to
honor not only Matt Shepard,
but all victims of hate crimes
based on race, ethnicity, gender,
religion, sexual orientation,
etcetera," Golden said.
The vigil not only was
designed to honor the victims
of hate crimes, but to "instill
awarer ess on the JMU campus
that these attacks do happen,
and they happen often,"
Golden said.
At the vigil, a list of hatecrime victims was posted,
along with their ages, where
and when the attacks happened and how they were
attacked. Many of the victims
died fnmi the assaults. There
also was a list of hate crimes
around the country that an' not
as well-known.
About 200 hand-held
candles were available and
see VIGIL, page 5
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Budget breakdown
JMU's operating budget grows to $242.1 million
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

assistant news editor
JMU has an operating budget that is
"more than some cities' (budgets],"
according to the senior vice piesldent
for administration and finance
Charles King Jr. said JMU has an
annual operating budget of $242.1
million.
The operating budget for the 2003'04 fiscal year at JMU grew 4.6 percent,
compared to last year's budget of S231.4
million. The 20O3-'04 fiscal year is not a
budget-cutting year. This is due to the
Board of Visitors' decision to continue
funding the number and quality of programs offered at JMU, according to
David Eton, assistant vice president of
university budget management.
The operating budget is divided into
five categories, including the Education
& Genera] fund. Auxiliary Enterprises,
Financial Aid, Sponsored Programs and
the Equipment Trust Fund.
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Universities in Virginia are not
allowed to operate with budget
deficits. A university only must spend
money set aside in the budget and not
go into debt for any part of its spending, Kli,,
While not able to operate with a
deficit, JMU has a $28 million budget
deficiency, according to King. The
school needs 100 more faculty positions,
supplies, student services and in portions of the library.
Education & General Fund
Money for the E&G fund primarily
comes from tuition and taxes, although
also it includes money from private
gifts. This portion of the budget pays for
instruction, academic support, like the
library and advising services, student
services, such as financial aid assistance,
institutional support and the maintenance of the facilities around campus.
E&G makes up $128.1 million — roughly 53 percent— of the operating budget.
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according
to
the
Office
of
Administration and Finance.
Of that $128.1 million, 56.2 percent
comes from in- and out-of-state tuition.
Last fiscal year, 51.1 percent of the
General Fund and 46.1 percent from
tuition, according to Eton. The change is
due to a decrease by $14.6 million in the
General Fund over the past two years
and the increases in tuition. This money
largely is spent on instruction and
instructional support, comprising over
70 percent of the E&G budget. JMU
devotes a large percentage of its budget
to instruction and instructional support
compared to other universities nationally, according to King.
Base Funding
The amount of funding a school
receives from the state is known as base
funding. JMU receives $7390 per fullsee MONEY, page 5
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Executive Board vetoes amendment
Class Council will not become own
committee after being voted down
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SCA reporter

Klin i\M'l K m rpfasaptstir
Jenny Brock well, vice president of administrative affairs
for the Student Qovsrnment Association, talks to sophomore Mandl Fedder on the commons Wednesday afternoon as part of the "Your SOA" campaign.

last week's bills were
brought back to the table to be
debated again during Tuesday's
Student
Government
Association Senate meeting.
The Executive Board vetoed
the constitutional amendment
that would make the I lass
Council its own committee.
The finance committee ajao
amended the reserve bill that
would allow SGA to receive
three new computers and new
Microsoft Wjrks software. The
bill voted on was amended by
the finance committee, which
took out one of the less expensive computers, but still allowed
for a new desktop and laptop to

be purchased for the new SGA
office in Taylor Hall.
The Senate voted to take
$4397 out of its reserve account
to allow
for
the
purchase
of
two
new Dell
"~l
computers and tour LWW
MicnwoH XI'progr.irrtN
"It's been over lour wat s
since we last bought computers,
so they an' obsolete," sophomore Jessica Montgomery said.
During the Executive
Board's Thursday meeting,
members chose to veto the
recommended constitution.il
amendment about making

SGA

tetSGA.pageS
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I POLICE LOG
Bi LAI REN MrKAY
police loft reporter

NEWS
Delta Chi raises money

3

Thursday, Oct. 9

Saturday, Oct. 11

Students discuss
movie violence

3

IMl •- Adult I V^riv Program will hold an information meeting .it tin- Paul Stnvt I lou*' on campui .it noon. For more
Information contact xX-M<24 or e-mail a,lull-dfgm-pmgnim.

The Homecoming Step Show will be held in Wilson I (all
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Doors open at 7 p.m. Ticket* IK OH *••*
on the third floor of Warren Hall .it lin.iru i.il S-r\ Lea and
also will be sold .it the doot For more information e-mail
multicultural!.

OPINION
House editorial

7

House cartoon

7

Darts and pats

7

Between the lines

7

Letter to the editor

8

To talk of many things

8

Breeze reader's view

8

Campus spotlight

9

LEISURE
Crossword

10

Horoscopes

10

FOCUS
Thrift stores

11

Th.' history .l.p.irlnu-nl will sponsor |ohn W. Kiscr's lecture,
"An Algerian Microum Monks, Muslims ,lnd the Zeal of
WillIIIUM,' III III IS room 1301 at 7 p.m.
The Um\ (ntt) Program Board will host its annual Talent lam
in WiKon 11,ill Auditorium at 8 p.m. For more information
conoid li<s kv l oyacano .it -nn-6176.

A JMU student reported that
an unknown person(s) broke off
Ihe driver's side exterior mirror
ol a car in R5 Lot between
Sept. 28 and Oct. 5.

Sunday, Oct 12

In other matters, campus police

Life of the Common will perform with guests Adelyn on the
commons from S to 7 p.m For more information COntft I
WXJM at X83425 or Life of the Common at 442-4587.

report the following.
Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a parking decal

WXJM will sponsor a show featuring EngbM Down. Sk\ InnAwakt ind I VI CWo .ill OUIl Squai* I heater at 8 p.m. For
more Information contact KS-3425.

prior to Sept. 30 from an
unknown location.

The Soeiot\ for Wvhnu-.il Communication will sponsor Jim
Gallant's, loiture on entnpreiuuirship in Taylor Hall room 902
at 7 p.m. For more information please contact Zinah Mansv

charges since Aug. 25: 24

Number of drunk in public

at vMnnssri

STYLE
"Keeping up with the Joneses"

13

Playwright visits JMU

13

Reel reflections
"School of Rock"

13

Spaghettrlest preview

13

All things literary

14

Submitting events to the
DUKE DAYS Events Calendar

■ to the issue date you would like you
to be published. Pkvuc try to limit the event description to no more than 50 «

SPORTS

CORRECTIONS

Football takes on A-10
opponent Richmond

17

Women's soccer edged out
byUVa, 1-0

17

MARCCHOk

FUN FACT of the

vwor phtxoK'Qph"
Participating In tMa
week's Homecomln£
events, senior Qaurav
Kapoor votes tor Ms
favorite Homecoming
banner Tuesday at the
Student Ambassadors'
table on the commons.

WEATHER

Day

■ The Homecoming Jump-Off!!
artist will be Ruff Ryders "DragOn The artist Mr. Cheeks, who
was listed as the performer in
an Oct 6 advertisement in The
Breeze, will no longer be
appearing.

Fluffy was the
name of the
family cat in
"The Brady Bunch"
television series.

Today
Few Showers
High 70 Low 54

■ Karaoke Night Is an alternative rock band This information
was incorrectly reported in the
Oct 6 issue of The Breeze.

■ The Sale Rides program
raised S1.200 at the "One Night.
One Ride. One Life" fund raiser
on Sept 29. This information
was Incorrectly reported in the
Oct 6 issue of The Breeze.

Sunday
Scattered T-Storms

68/43
Monday
Partly Cloudy

66/49

CONTACT INFORMATION

MARKET
WATCH
Aa o( oka* on IkMn OH «, 2003

Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and dotnbuted
mroughout Jamas Madison University and the local Hamtonburo community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson editor.
7>K)
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Section phone numbers
Stvte X8-3'51
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OpnorVFocut *8-3646
Sports X8-6709
Photo/Graphics x8-6749

Business/Technology
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

Leonard W. Aamodl, MD. HACOG
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Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L Schminkey. CNM, MPH
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Birth Control

Major Credit
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Advertising
Executive*:
Jason Brown
Steve Doherty
RyanFagsn
Elizabeth Hamner
Jeestca Lapierre

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How lo place a classified- Come to

Assistant Ads
Manager
Matt Lastner

The Breeze office weekdays between 6
a.m. and 5 p.m.

Advertising
Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta
JoanMassaro
James Matarese
Jess Woodward

-'

■ Cost. $3.00 lor the first 10 words. $2
lor each additional 10 words, boxed
classified. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday lor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday esue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
m The Breeze office

Peripherals, and Sei

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

119 University Blvd.. Suite B
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax(540) 438-0797
v, ww.swhc.net

Ads Manager
Lauren Kknelski

K2 RT Computer Systems

Provisional Car* with a Personal Touch

Annual Gyn Exam

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and (acutty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and locel
community. The
Breeze stnves to be
impartial and far In its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment rights

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Part

540-442-7335
Hours: Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

Join our College Ministries
Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

FALL SPECIALS
Hours: Mon.-Wed. 10am - 8pm
Full Set
Fill in
Manicure

S20&UP
$13* UP
SIC
StO ParalinWax Included

Pedicure

SIB With foot spa

Eyebrow Wax

$8

Body Wax

Ask for price

French Manicure
American Manicure
Airbrush Design

Thurs.-Sat. 9am-8pm. Sun. 11am-5pm

at

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall

Sunday School • Sundays at 9:45 am

801-8070

Worship Service • Sundays at 11:00 am
Walk Ins welcome
Gift Certificates available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
A ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

College Bible Study • Wednesdays at 6:)0 pm

L
•
.
?01 Sou,n Main *""< ' I Mocks north ol campus
- www.harnsonburKluriiM.com « Tr.ni-poilalion availabk- • 4 J 1-2456
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If you are going to drink,
Drink Responsibly
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DirecTV Satellite Sports
Moat TVs in Harrisonburg
Music Video System
No Waiting in Line
No Cover Charge
Come to the Biltmore Grill and be treated right!

801.0221
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
■ A-<.i,l-,.i

434-9999
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KROGER SHOPPING CTR

WHAT A RECORD

1790-96 E. Market St

STORE SHOULD BEI

Mon-tat KM Sunday 12 6

LMM Before You Buy!

WWW.PUUy9MUSIC.cnM

THURSDAY, OCT.

Jumping for a cure

NEWS

Delia Chi fraternity raises more
than $500 for the ALS foundation.
wttiyMM
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"I will not disappoint you, and I will not let
you down.'
ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER

governor-elect of California
SM

story below
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Schwarzenegger terminates competition

Students vote for Mr.
and Ms. Madison today

Celebrity wins historic
Calif, recall election

Students can vote (or Mr. and
Ms. Madison today from 10 am
to 2 p.m. on the commons.
The winners will be
announced Saturday during the
preshow of the Homecoming
football game.
The finalists for Mr.
Madison are seniors Dante
Ricci, Jared Schwartz, Will
Tragert and Evan Winokur. The
finalists for Ms. Madison are
seniors Katie Coleman. Andrea
Rschetti, Kristie Fleming and
Lyndsey Walther-Thomas.

JAC needed for accesss
to Hillside Computer Lab
Starting Friday, Oct. 10,
Hillside Computer Lab access
will be restricted to JAC card
access only, according to JMU
Computing Support
They request that students
do not allow "unathorized
access to anyone/' and they are
doing this for the safety and
security of students.
If one notices any suspicious
persons or activities occuring at
or near the lab call JMU police
at x&«913.

Va. Capital Semester
applications due soon
Students who wish to be
part of the Virginia Capital
Semester program must turn in
their applications by Oct 15.
Students will earn three credits for this internship, a SI,000
stipend and three credits for the
seminar, according to a press
release. Students also are abb to
take six to nine credits at Virginia
Commonwealth University.
The interships students will
receive "are arranged with the
legislative and executive branches of Virginia government and
with the advocacy and lobbying
organizations associated with
Virginia government," according
to the release.
One can download the application at wiuwvcu.edu/cttpitabtmestCTtapplKatumhlm. For more
infomubon on the program visit
unniwcusdu/capitalvmester or ernail tvcapitabcmOvcusdu.

ft
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Decorative painters
begin new program
WOODSTOCK - Saturday,
Oct. 11, the Shenandoah Valley
Decorative Painters will be
holding a I'aint-ln.
The event will be held at
Fjrunuel Lutheran Church in
Woodstock. One must register
at 9:30 am, and painting
begins at 10 a.m.
The Shenandoah Valley
Decorative Painters is a
chapter of the Society of
Decorative Painters. For
more information call Nancy
at (703) 664-5363.

ijttl [•]»!■■
UNC may offer more
seats to nonresidents
CHAPEL HILL, N.C (KnijfW
RiAter Triune) - For t» hr-t
time since they set a firm cap on
tHit-of-.st.itc dvshman enrollment, leaders of the University of
North Carolina system are considering seriously giving nonNorth Carolinians more seate at
all 16 public campuses
Adding nonresidents could
help the UNC system's national
stature and bnng hundreds of
bright minds to the stale's talent
pool, supporters say. Officials say
the rise in out-of-state students
would be a small portion of overalUnntllmenl
Yet. more out-of-statc admissions could mean increased
competition and potentially
fewer spots for the son* and
daughters of North Carolina
taxpayers, the people who built
the campuses and subsidize the
educations of resident and nonresident students alike.
"Some people are gem,; to
get angry. ' said Bob Warwick,
who is on the 32-member board
that governs the state's universities. "But we've got to get bigger in our thinking than. Is this
going to affect my kid?"

BY MICHAKL FINNEGAN

The I ■ >\ Angeles Times
Arnold Schwarzenegger won
the historic California recall election Tuesday as a tide of voter
anger tcppled Gray Davis just 11
months after the- Democrat had
been reelected governor
In a
popular revolt
unmatched in the °2 years that
Californians have held the
power to recall elected officials,
voters chose a Republican film
star with no government experience to replace an incumbent
steeped for three decades in
state politics.
U. Gov. Cruz Bustamante, a
Democrat, finished second to
Schwarzenegger, while state Sen.
Tom McClintock, a Republican,
came in third.
A jubilant Schwarzenegger
thanked hundreds of cheering
supporters Tuesday night in a
Los Angeles ballroom. After
an introduction by "The
Tonight Show" host Jay Leno,
Schwarzenegger
thanked
California for entrusting him
with the state's highest public
office and vowed "to live up
to that trust."
"I will not fail you," he
told the crowd. "I will not
disappoint you, and 1 will
not let you down."
After a recall campaign that
sharply polarized the California
electorate,
Schwarzenegger,
whose wife, Maria Shriver, was
at his side, vowed to reach out
to political adversaries.
"The first choice that we
must make is the one that will
determine our success," he said.
"Shall we rebuild our state
together, or shall we fight
among ourselves, create an even
deeper division and fail the people of California? Well, let me
tell you something: the answer
is clear. For the people to win,
politics as usual must lose."
Davis, the first California
governor to be recalled and
only the second in the nation's
history, conceded defeat shortly before Schwarzenegger's
victory speech.

"Tonight, the voters decided
ifs time for someone else to
serve," he told dejected supporters packed into a downtown l.os
Angeles hotel ballroom.
Davis
was
composed
onstage, even as his wife,
Sharon, dabbed at her eyes and
struggled to smile.
"1 told my mother and my
wife before we came out here
that thus is a no-crying zone on
this stage. They can cry later
tonight," he said with a smile.
As his supporters raucously
booed the results of the special
election, Davis urged them to
move forward. As some in the
crowd began to call for a recall of
Governor-elect Schwarzenegger,
Davis reminded them that "no
recall" had been their message
for that night. "Now I have a different message for you," he said.
"I'm calling for everyone in this
state to put the chaos and the
division of the recall behind us
and do what's right for this great
state of California."
For Schwarzenegger, the
electoral triumph capped an
extraordinary nine-week sprint
to public office. Thanks largely
10 his worldwide fame, the
action-film hero best known as
the menacing "Terminator"
robot attracted a flood of international media coverage to the
compressed campaign.
For the last six days of the
race,
allegations
that
Schwarzenegger groped and
humiliated women threatened to
derail his candidacy. But in the
end, voters irked at Davis rallied
behind the former champion
bodybuilder. Despite misgivings
about Schwarzenegger's lack of
experience in public office, voters
saw him above all as a strong
leader, a quality they had long
found absent in Davis, according
to public opinion surveys.
The national implications of Schwarzenegger's
victory quickly were apparent. Former Vermont Gov.
Howard Dean, a presidential candidate who hopes
the same popular anger that
propelled the recall will

LlONII HMINMAU'.l/'nrM
elected CaHfomla Governor Amok) Schwarzenegger cetebiatee hta wtn wtth hh wife. Maria
Shrtvsr, left, at the Century Plaza Motet, Wednesday In Century City, Caaf. Schwarzenegger defeated
tricurnberrt Gov. Gray Davta. who was the first governor In Caafomia history to be recalled.

fuel his own candidacy,
said California had vented
"their frustration with the
country's direction.
"Come next November, that
anger might be directed at a different incumbent ... in the
White House," Dean said in a
statement.
National television networks called the election seconds after the polls closed at 8
p.m. Pacific Daytime. Surveys
of voters leaving the polls had
shown the recall passing and
Schwarzenegger leading Upheld of 135 candidates vying to
succeed Davis.
The election that has captured the attention of the nation
— and much of the world —
drew a heavy voter turnout,
officials said. Despite long lines
at many polling places, initial
reports suggested that fears of a

BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor

staff writer

...there are 1,500
shelters for battered
women... but 3,800
animal shelters.
— Ashle)Bullard
sophomore

95
By obset ving the characters
in the movie, Bullard wanted
students to see how different
communities, and even different ethnic gnwps, deal with
these issues In the film, Patrick

m RECAU., pa$e 4

Brothers raise over $500 for ALS

SARA CHRISTOPH

Bringing domestic violence
issues into the spotlight, the
Women's Resource Center
turned to Hollywood's fusion
of drag queens and country
town folk as inspiration for its
movie discussion Tuesday.
After watching the 1995
movie "To Wong Fix), Thanks
for Everything! Julie Newmar."
about six students examined
the issues that coincide with
domestic violence in movies
and in Mi Ufa
Sophomore
Ashley
Bullard, a volunteer in the
WRC. organized the event,
with the hope that it
would bring together different views of how
domestic violence "relates
to women, and even society, as a whole."

than 50 troubleshooters to the
six counties that hauled <xit their
obsolete punch-card voting
machines for one last election.
In Sacramento, Bustamante
conceded
defeat
Tuesday
evening, but his speech was
quickly yanked from national television when Schwarzenegger
began speaking from Los
Angeles, Calif.
"We didn't get the rest of the
results that we were hoping for
or that we wanted," Bustamante
said. "Let me say this: we did not
fall. 1 may not be moving ocrutw
the hall to the governor's office,
but I'm not going anywhere."
It was Bustamantc's second
speech of the evening. Earlier,
he hailed the defeat of
Proposition 54, a ballot measure
that would have barred state

Delta Chi fraternity
bounces for a cause

Students
discuss
violence
in movies
Bv

chaotic election with millions of
voters baffled by the 135-candidatc replacement ballot were
not home out.
The secretary of state's office
projected turnout at 60 percent
of registered voters. That
would put it well above the
record low of 51 percent set in
November, when Davis won
reelection, but short of the 71
percent seen in the last presidential election.
In parts of California, the
election produced at least some
«_ui\fu»iun iiimmn vutors over
how and where to cast ballots.
That was largely because some
of the state's 58 counties —
including the most populous,
Los Angeles — opened far
fewer polling places than for a
normal election.
Secretary of State Kevin
Shelley's office dispatched more

ERICA MNlfSliufphMHraplirr
Sophomont Ashley Bullard laads the discussion In the
Woman's Resource Center about domestic violence in movies.

Swayze, Wesley Snipes and
John Leguizamo play drag
queens on a road trip cut short
by car problems, consequently
becoming trapped in a small,
rural town. After introducing
new hair styles and makeup to
the ladies of the town, they find
time to save their hostess from
an abusive husband as well.
With all cross dressing
aside, Bullard said there is no
question about the actual rate
at which the problem of
domestic violence is growing.
One woman is beaten by
her partner every 15 seconds
in the United States, according
to a 1991 FBI crime report paw
sented by Bullard.
Think about how many
women that is, just in the
amount of time during the
movie," Bullard said to students. By Bullard's math, that
would mean 240 women were
beaten during the 60 minutes
il took to uatch the film.
"I think that one of the
most interesting things is the
fact that there are 1300 shelters for battered women in the

[United States], but 3,800 animal shelters," Bull.ml said. "I
think that speaks volumes."
However, some students
said the portrayal of these
issues by the film industry
does not always coincide
with real-life experiences.
Emily Abrams, a graduate
MfJstUti at the WRC, questioned how Hollywood portrays leading women and
their dependence on men.
"The thing that always
bothers me with these
movies is that she couldn't
have taken the steps as a
woman, but the big bad man
has to come in and save her,"
Abrams said. "That really
■til under my skin "
Bullard said she was concerned that people do not
realize that an abusive relationship usually is much
more complicated than the
media shows.
"As in most movies, the situation is very minimized; it's
not really that simple," Bullard
$er MOVIES, pagt 4

Raising over S500 for the
Amy-trophic Lateral Sclerosis
Foundation, the Delta Chi fraternity held a moon bounce and
donation drive on the commons
Monday through Tuesday.
Delta Chi fraternity held
its third annual 24-hourslong philanthropy event
accepting donations of both
cash and FI.EX, which kept al
least four brothers at the
event at all times.
Senior Nathan Slifka, a
btothat of Delta Chi, said the
event received a warm response
from students. "Everyone has
been very positive," he said.
"This is a fun event, and a kit of
people have come out."
Delta Chi fraternity started to raise money for ALS,
commonly known as Lou
Gehrig's disease, in 2000.
JMU graduate and Delta Chi
alumnus Chris Carlan's ('00)
father was diagnosed with
ALS, and the fraternity
decided to raise money for
the cause, according to senior
Ben Denlon.
"We wanted to raise
money for a cause that meant
something to us," he added.
"It was something we could
relate to — it wasn't like we
were raising money for someone far away."
Delta Chi Vice President
Chris Crawford, a sophomore, said the fraternity
donates all the proceeds in
Carlan's name, and that they
still receive letters from the
family thanking them. He
said they keep in contact
with the fraternity and "lend
|thcir) full support."

Slifka said that the event
was busiest at midnight
Tuesday. "There were about
70 people who came," he
said. "They all came out and
did the moon bounce in
their pajamas."
Crawford said the moon
bounce was able to attract
attention. "This was able to
bring people back to their
childhood," he said.
11$ said that because of the
event's success, they may try to
do another philanthmpy event
in tin1 spring semester.

-44We wanted to raise
money for a cause
that meant
something to us.
— B«n Denton

Delia Chi fraiemily brother

59
ALS is a progressive "neurodegenerativc disease that
attacks nerve cells in the
brain and the spinal cord,"
according to the ALS Web
site, www.als.org.
It makes a person lose con
trol of their muscle movements, and the person later
becomes paralyzed. However,
the Web site said their minds
remain unaffected.
Students can volunter at
the ALS Association by calling
(818) 880-9007 or e-mai the
ALSA's Community Service
Department, and they will get
in touch with you via communilfiserTKes@alfa-nalional.org.
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RECALL: California governor voted MOVIES: Gender,
out of office, first time in states history racial roles discussed
longest name," he said.
and ethnic statistics
Davis told reporters earlier
"This is a dramatic victo- in the dav that he felt
ry," he said. "It marks a dra- "absolutely terrific."
matic turnaround. Finally,
After voting with his wife,
California is saying, 'No Sharon Davis, at a Sunset
more wedge politico
Boulevard ml estate office near
their VJvst Hollywood condo,
the governor said he was proud
of the campaign he ran in an
to defeat the recall.
/ voted for the most attempt
"I think people see the contrast between myself and Mr.
qualified person
Schwarzenegger, and I'm conon the
fident of the choice they'll
make today/ he Mid
second ballet.
Davis declined to name
candidate he favored on
— Gray Davis the
the second part of the ballot,
California governor but implied that he had voted
for Bustamante, a fellow
Democrat who irked the governor by breaking a vow to
The Fresno-area native, stay out of the race,
who would have been
"I voted for the most qualCalifornia'! first Hispanic ified person on the second
governor in more than a cen- ballot,' Davis said "I think
tury, went on at length to you can probably figure out
thank several Indian tribal who that is."
governments that gave milAt stake in the election
lions of dollars to his cam- was the most powerful electpaign and the drive to deli -at ed office in a state of 35 milProposition 54.
lion people, one beset by trafMcClintock, at mother fic-choked freeways, air polSacramento hotel, acknowl- lution, racial divisions and a
edged his kiss and pledged his stalled economy.
"wholehearted support" to
As
the
winner,
Schwa rzenegger.
Schwarzenegger will control a
"I believe our campaign sprawling government that
acted as the conscience of spends dose to $100 billion a
this election, and we framed year, hut is expected to fall at
the issues upon which this least S8 billion short of what it
contest
was
ultimately needs to sustain public services
decided," McClintock told next year at current levels. "IKcheering supporters.
Legislature's hea\-y reliance on
In Bn-ntwood section of Los new debt to plug budget holes
Angeles Tuesday morning, this year and last is apt to deepSchwarzenegger was swarmed en the hole, and chronic political
by reporters and camera crews dysfunction in the Capitol Ls sure
outside tin1 mansion where he to complicate matters further.
and Shriver voted.
Davis was
the
first
The key thing is to think statewide elected official in
positive today and hope for the California to face a recall vote.
best," Schwarzenegger told the Californians adopted the recall
jostling media huddle.
pro\ ision of the stale constituInside, the former Mr. tion in 1911 as part of Gov.
Universe, who struck it rich Hiram Johnson's PlOgnMtV«
as a Hollywood action-film agenda to curb the power of
hero, donned a pair of wire- political bosses and parties But
rimmed glasses to pinpoint since then, voters have r ailed
"Schwarzenegger" on his only local officials and four
punch-card ballot.
Stale legislators.
I always look for the
At the roots of Davis'

-66-

-9$

ouster were the governor's
■byamal public approval ratm>;s Mrhfch never a'covered
after plummeting during the
2001 energy crisis.
In a feat of deft maneuvering, Davis won reelection last year largely by
unleashing withering television
ads
against
Republican rivals. His first
round of spots against
Richard Riordan were a key
factor in the former Los
\n>,< Us mayor's landslide
defeat in the GOP primary.
In effect, the Democratic
governor had crowned his
weakest possible opponent.
Bill Simon Jr., as his
Republican challenger. In the
next onslaught of ads, Davis
slammed Simon as a dishonest and incompetent businessman. Davis won, 47 percent to
42 percent, but the record-low
turnout widely was seen as a
sign of voter disgust at the
perennial 'lesser of two evils"
Ghoke they faced.
Within weeks of his reelection, Davis revealed thai the
state's budget shortfall had
soared to a record $38 billion.
His hitter remedy — tax hikes
and deep service cuts — set
otr | storm o( criticism, creating an ideal climate lor a
recall drive, which qualified
for the ballot in July.
That alone would have
been enough to make history. But the entrance of
Schwarzenegger — via The
Tonight Show with Jay
Leno" — ignited an explosion of media and voter
interest in the race.
Adding to the novelty
were the other 134 candidates on the replacement
ballot — among them a
sumo wrestler, a porn
actress. Hustler magazine
publisher Larry Flynt and
an assortment of entrepreneurs who saw the race as
good publicity.
Schwarzenegger
spent
much of his race flying over
the heads of the state's political reporters, following his
"Tonight Show" appearance

MOVIES, from page 3
said. "Most of us see that, but
those of us not educated
won't know that."
During the movie, a police
officer's colleagues laugh hysterically at him when he dm D be
abused by a woman. Bullanl |ejd
the idea of female-to-male abuse
is not a laughing matter.
One in six men will be sexually assaulted in their lifetime, compared to the one in four women
that will be abused as well,
according to the WRC's handout.
The prevalence, of racial
innuendoes in the movie*! dialogue between characters also
pnimoted discussion.
"That's how our culture
views different races, that's how
people converse and even
trumi- talk to each other,"
attending student junior Enca

with interviews on "Access
Hollywood," "Oprah" and
with CNN's Larry King.
He offered only spare
details of how he would
right the listing ship of
state. He vowed to rescind
a $4-billion increase in the
state's vehicle license fees,
a move that would swell
next year's budget gap to
$12 billion or more. He
declined to specify any of
the cuts he would need to
honor his pledge not to
raise taxes.
Davis, for his part, initially dismissed the recall
as an irritant. His effort to
tout achievements — landmark environmental legislation, rising test scores
and hundreds of thousands
more children covered by
health insurance — failed
to boost his standing with
the public.

Renner said. "It's a normal,
everyday thing."
Hullard added that she
thought it was a reflection of
culture. "Something has to be
said for the fact that it wasn't
uncomfortable for us to listen
w. -he said.
According to Abrams, this
was the first time the WRC has
held a movie discussion night,
but they hope eventually to
make it a monthly event.
"Most of the time, we feel
like we can't talk about these
things." Abrams said. "It's a
nice way to get people talking in
a ,,isual atmosphen'."
With
October
being
Domestic Violence and Sexual
Assault Awareness Month, the
WRC hopes to continue to educate students with similar events
thmughout the month.

SPIRIT: Events planned
SPIRIT, from ;w,vv /
game will be held at Zane
Showker Field at Bridgeforth
Stadium Saturdav, as the Dukes
take on the University of
Richmond at 3 p.m.
Country music artist Phil
Vassar ('85) is giving a concert at
JMU's Convocation Center
Saturday Doors open Saturday
night at 7 pm, the opening performance will begin at 8 p.m. and
Vassar will perform at 9 pm
Senior Mia Jones, who has
opened for other countrv and
folk musicians in the area, will
be opening for Phil VJMMf
Saturday night.
Tickets to the concert still are
available at the Warren Hall Box
Office for $20 with a JAC cud.
and alumni can purchase tickets
online at unuw.jmu.aiuflioituxom'
ing for $23. Tickets for the public are available on the Web site
or at Plan 9 Music in
Harrisonburg for $29.
Going to at least tour
Homecoming events allows, a sti i
dent to be entered into a dm Ing
to win a ticket and a backstage
paxs to Vassar'su»ncrrt
A Purple Power Passport can
be picked up at the Hornecoming
Hub, kicated at the Events and

66The key thing is to
think positive today
and hope
for the best.
— Arnold Schwarzenegger
California govemor-clcci

55
By election day. many voters wen? convinced he was not
up to the job. Never, in all of the
independent polling during
the election, did Davis eke out
even the smallest of margins in
his favor.
It could take up to 39
days before the new governor is sworn in.
By law, a governor who
is
recalled
"shall
be
removed from office upon
the qualification of his successor." But California law
gives the secretary of state
up to 39 days to certify
election results, so the
recall vote count might not
be finalized until Nov. 15.

v uufaenow deak In Tayk>r Hall
or at one of the Homecoming
events In order to be eligible, students must get this passport
stamped at the four events.
Several events also took
place earlier in the week to kick

off Homecoming.
A banner-design contest for
clubs and organizations was held
on the commons Od. 7. The winner was the Student Duke Club
and their banner, in addition to
the others entered in the contest,
will adorn the outside of Godwin
1 Kill Junng the football game.
Student Ambassadors won
second place and Students for
Minority Outreach won third.
The contest allows organizations to compete by creating
banners that not only incorporate their organization 'a
title, but the Purple Power
theme of Homecoming as
well," said junior Jess Begley,
the Student Ambassador in
charge of the contest
Sunset on the Quad was held
Wednesday, evening with performanies by several of JMU's a
cappella groups.
Information on Homecoming
can
be
found
at
niiiv.jmuAlu/homecontmx.
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MONEY: Budget increases
MOSEY', from page J
time equivalent student. Full-time
equivalent is a calculation to convert part-lime enrollments into an
equivalent full-time number. This
amount then is added to full-time
students to arrive at an FTE number. Prior to 1990, base funding was
determined with a formula called
Appendix M. It took into account
the enrollment rate of on institution
and and the type of school it was,
according to King.
When the funding was set, JMU
had a much smaller student population and primarily was a school of
education institution, which resulted in lower base funding. Since
then, the College of Business and
the College of Integrated Science
and Technology have become large
programs, according to King. JMU
also has grown from about 13,000
students in 19% to 15,600 in 2002,
according to Fred Hilton, director of
media relations.
JMU has a "middle-of-theroad" base funding compared to
other comprehensive institutions
in Virginia, although JMU's enrollment almost is as large as that of all
the other institutions combined.
JMU also offers a broader range of
education programs and is more
closely related to doctorate programs than comprehensive ones,
according to Eton. Compared to
JMU's $7,890, Norfolk State
University receives $12,548 and
Christopher Newport University
receives $6,976 per FTE student.
JMU trails both the University ot
Virginia and Virginia Tech in base
funding, both of which receive
close to $10,000 per FTE student,
according to Eton.

Tuition and Fees
In the 1990s, Virginia went into
nvessjon, JMU's enrollment grew
and the College of Business and
CISAT programs developed. The
amount of funding from the state
still was based on the previous estimate, according to King.
"We are way behind what we
should be charging for in-state
[tuition]," King said.
Out-of-state students are forced
to compensate for lapses in funding
through increased tuition because
in-state students fall under a
statewide tuition freeze that limits
the rate, King said.

Out-of-state tuition is a factor
universities can influence, and it
provides a means for creating revenue, according King. In-state
tuition during the 1990s experienced two periods of freeze*,
according to the Offia' 01
Administration
and
Finance.
Tuition was fro/en for in-state students between 1996 and 1999. It was
lowered in the 1999-'00 year from
$1,940 to $1550. Tuition'also was
frozen again until 2002. As a result
of tuition freezes for in-state studenlv tuition for out-nt-state students rose incrementally each year,
in order to cut losses.
Currently per semester, m-state
students pay $2,382 for tuition, and
out-of-state students pay $10,464. It
rose from $1,550 to $1,690 for instate and from $7,922 to $8,734 for
out-of-state students between the
2000-'02 and 2002-'03 Ebol wars
The tuition for in-state students
is one of the lowest in Virginia,
a.mrdmg to King. The tuition tor
out ot state students still is less
than that of other schools in the
.onimonwcalth, BUCh as Virginia
Tech, King said.

Auxiliary Enterprises
The Auxiliary Enterprise's, In
addition to compreheiisn t tees
are made up of and supported by
the residence halls, athletic
department and food senues
according to King.
The comprehensive fee and
room and board the same for
both in-state and out-of-state students — $2,638.
The comprehensive fee is paid
by all students to fund "programs
and facilities for non-instructional
activities and services," Eton said.
ihis includes services such as
UREC, the University Health
C enter and athletics. Virginia does
not allow any state funding to go
toward athletics.
JMU's comprehensive fee is the
third highest in the state, behind the
Virginia Military Institute and
Longwood College. It is $18 more
per student than the College of
William & Mary.
"JMU offers more services and
student organizations (than many
schools)," Eton said, "ll also funds a
broad range nl sports
The university has tried to hold
the comprehensive fee and room

and board to the rate ot inflation As
a result. King said he expects the
cost of tuition and fees to continue
to increase each year.
The Auxiliary Enterprises fol
fiscal year 2003-'04 year reached
almost $87.9 million. This portion of the budget receive-, no
state funding.
All
areas
of
Auxiliary
Enterprises experienced budget
increase except telecommunication,
according to the Office ot
Administration and Finance.
"The reduction in telecommunication is a result of continuing
decline in student billings for longdistance minutes, the result ot
increased usage of cell phones for
long-distance calls," Eton said.

Other Elements of the
Operating Budget
The Financial AicTportion of the
budget, which accounts for $4.2 million of the operating budget, comes
from the state.
The sponsoa'd programs portion includes grants and contracts
Sponsored programs ranges in the
funding projects costing multimillions to projects costing less than
$1,000, according to Eton.
"Then? are four main sources for
sponsored funding — the federal
government, the commonwealth ot
Virginia, foundations and corporations that have specific goals, outcomes or expectations related to the
funding provided," Eton said.
The Equipment Trust Fund is a
state program that otters money tor
state universities to replace obsolete
equipment. This fund makes up
$1.6 million of the operating budget.

Higher Education Bond
JMU also receives money from
the Higher FdiKation Bond, which
provides JMU and other Virginia
universities money for various renovation and construction projects.
JMU received $99.9 million from
the bond, according to Milton. The
money, known as capital dollars, is
different from the operating budget.
The money is being spent on the construction of a number of new facilities including a Center for the Arts,
nuisj, recital hall and CISAT library.
Renovations of Miller Hall, improvements on the steam infrastructure
and handicap accessibility also areplanned, according to Hilton.
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SGA: Computers approved
SGA, from page 1
Class Council a Senate committee. The
board also was concerned about who
would* be the chairperson because the chair
of the Class Council Committee would take
away responsibilities that currently belong
to the vice pn-sident of student affairs,
according to Miller
The board suggested tlte amendment be
made so that the Class Council did not have
to be a committee, but amid fulfill its committee requirement for senators by attending the council's biweekly meetings.
The Senate made two amendments to
the hill It we are passim; ,i constitutional
amendment, we need to make sure that the
M av it is worded is clear and not ambiguous," sophomore Ricardo hneres said It
will cause more problems if it is ambiguous. Overriding the Executive Board's veto
would be irresponsible."

The bill was amended to say that the
Class Council would meet once a week, and
that those meetings would count as its committee lequirement. The Nil was passed and
sent back to the Executive Board, who will
debate and vote on the bill during its
Thursday meeting. If the bill is passed, a
( onshtutional Convention then will he held,
aixl the Senate will vote about whether ot
not to adopt the bill into its constitution.
New business addressed during the
meeting was a bill presented by senior
Bellamy Bnnvn that will urge the Virginia
General Assembly to give JMU more money
so that the goals set by Virginia will be met.
'The reason for this bill is JMU is one of
the most underfunded schools in the nation,
aixl in order to meet the goals we need funding. Many other schools in Virginia have
already passed a bill like this," Bnnvn saul.
The bill was passed unanimously.

VIGIL: Victims remembered
VIGIL, from page 1
distributed to students by Harmony,
according to LaKisha Hughes, Harmoiu s
political coordinator
During Gulden's speech, names were
read of victims of hate crimes who were
attacked because of assumptions about
that person's sexual preferences, r.i, i.il
descent or religious affiliation. Many
attacks were against people who were
Mfumtd to he gay or mistakenly believed
to be Muslim, according to Golden.
"We've lost leaders, scientists, artists
and God only know what else... all due to
li il.'. (.olden said.
Christine Robinson, a first-year professor ot sociology and interdisciplinary liberal studies at JMU, also gave a speech at
the \igil about living in a world of lute
against people of a different sexual preference. Robinson has been influential in promoting gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender rights at her old campuses of
Salisbury University in Maryland and the
I rmersitv ot Kansas, and she shared her
thoughts about mating a world where
being open and free about one's sexual
preference is possible.
She related her own experiences as n ell
to the crowd, speaking about growing up
as a lesbian and how she eventually managed to rise above the hate from others
Students then were able to take ad\ mta>;e of an "open mic," where they could
share their experiences, thoughts and feelings about hate crimes in America
One male told of how he and a Korean
friend were attacked by neo-Na/is overseas in 1995 because of their dittermt

races. He said his friend had to see a doctor because his injuries were so seven?.
A girl tearfully told the audieme that
while she or anyone she is close to never
have been victims of hate crime, her
heart ^ desire was for Americans to live in
a world full of love instead of hate tow ard
people who are different.
Another girl told t>f how her own family
and friends openly make jokes about people
of different races aixl sexual preferences,
and how, for a king tune, she kept silent
about it. She went on to encourage others to
not keep qu let and to speak up when trthers
are saying hurtful things about others.
Trie crowd gathered at the vigil openly was supportive of the fight against all
kinds of hate crimes. It hit home when
on March 17, 2001, three JMU female
students were attacked outside I > hall
around 7:30 p.m. because they were perceived to be lesbians, according to a
March 22 issue of The Breeze.
Closing remarks were offered by
Hughes, who quoted Ghandi, saying,
"Once one assumes an attitude of intolerance, there's no knowing where it will
take one. Intolerance, someone has said,
is violence to the intellect, and hatred is
violence to the heart."
Junior Caitlin Fox said, "I've never
seen a hate crime, but I've heard hateful
words (exchanged on campus]."
lust because there is more attention on
hate crimes, does not mean it isn't a new
problem, senior Jennifer Bissett said. "1
think that hate crimes have always been a
probk'm ... they are just finally getting
attention," she added.
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Are your current
telephone,
cable,and network
services
getting a little old?
^

Call NTC today
for your easy hook up!
•

SOS Advertising
CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING
110 West Grace St.
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100% Cotton Purple T-ShIrt printed In gold Ink. Special price good thru 10/22/03 sku#30001006A

SOS Advertising is:
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dedicated to providing student oriented service!
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442-9226
110 West Grace St.
Open every day from 9 am to 9 pm
Located next to the School of Art & Art History

oKUp

rphone service may not be available at all apartments

Call Now!
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A profit-driven business should not have
the right to invade the privacy of the
home in a relational guise. There are no
constitutional protections for wolves
roaming around in sheep's clothing.

Such fictional characters, who make the
American dream seem so easily achievable,
populate American cinema and hterature.

ZAK SALIH
junior
see column, below

see house editorial, below

Between the Lines

American icons are
warnings, not models
ZakSalih
Sean Paul and P. EHddy.
As someone who can claim to
Filled with nothing but
be African-American — well, 'praise, the feature details the
okay, only half of me, but it's the influence that "Scarface" has
good half, I assure you — I've had on the gangster rap com
always been put off by hip-hop munity, how the rise and fall of
and gangsta rap, not as an art the titular Cuban refugee has
form, but as something of a cul inspired rappers to lift them
tural movement, inspiring future selves up by their bootstraps
generations of impressionable and leave the ghetto.
The rappers assembled for
youth with the promise of quick
money, awe-inspiring power this special feature reside in such
positions of celebrity that they
and voluptuous women.
I was reminded of this last have become icons for those
Saturday night as I enjoyed a youths stiU trapped in the ghet
viewing of Brian de Palma's to. What kind of example do
"Scarface" — the re-imagining of these role models set when they
the 1930s Howard Hawks film of extol the life of a criminal drug
the same name — in its new dealer as some kind of prophet
widescreen anniversary edition or warrior saint whose methods
digital versatile disc format, are something to be studied?
Not for one minute did 1 feel
complete with silver slipcover
and bonus disk with extensive any empathy for Tony Montana.
1didn't cheer for him at the apex
special features.
/ At the same time, my second of his career as he floated in a
viewing left me with one of bubble bath the size of my dorm
those bitter tastes that flood your room, and 1 didn't mourn him
mouth until you find an outlet as his buUet-riddled corpse per
for it, like this column. The bit formed a literal and metaphori
terness, however, isn't a product cal swan-dive off a bullet-shred
of Tony Montana's shooting and ded balcony.
snorting spree through the trop
For these rappers to idolize
ical paradise of South Florida, the exploits of such a ruthless
but a result of popping in the character invites the same
'bonus disc and viewing the sup sharply critical eye on their sub
plemental material.
culture that they try to avoid.
No doubt cultural Puritans While there is no fault in enjoy
are revolted with the stabbing, ing the exploits of such villains
helicopter hanging, gun blasting, on a fictional level, to worship
incest flirtiirg and chainsaw-mas- Saint Montana, Saint Soprano or
sacring content that "Scarface" Saint Corleone, as if following
provides. 1 suspect that most of their paths could somehow save
my generation has been desensi ourselves from misery and
tized to such images to the point bring us success, is nothing
where we dare filmmakers to short of stupid and reckless.
Such fictional characters, who
leap above and beyond the top in
an attempt to shock us somehow make the American dream seem
into submission.
so easily achievable, populate
Despite an inhumane entrap American cinema and literature.
ment in the 1980s — with the dis Tony Montana, Dirk Diggler, Jay
tracting zoom ins and zoom outs Gatsby, Michael Corleone —
and the nauseating, synthesized these characters never had to
, souirdtrack — the flamboyant worry about college expenses or
acting, cursing,- violence and internships. They simply caught
^'C
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E D I T O R I A L

Do-not-call list protects American households
Tuesday's ruling by the 10th Circuit
U.S. Court of Appeals that the Federal
Trade Commission may move forward
with its highly publicized do-not-call
list is a victory for ordinary Americans.
There is no satisfactory reason for pre
venting households from blocking
unwanted phone calls, and the 10th
Circuit Court's decision reflects this
common-sense understanding.
The concept is fair enough — let
American households give their names to
the FTC to signal their desire not to receive
any phorie calls from telemarketers.
Complaints about the intrusive nature of
sales calls are common in American socie
ty, and many families have come to expect
the annoying phone calls during dinner.
Thus, it should have come as no sur
prise that more than 50 million tele-

Nottingham of Denver did ignore the
public's demands and ruled that the donot-call list was unconstitutional. His
reasoning? Calling people is a matter of
free speech, and Congress should not
discriminate between the free speech of
telemarketers and the free speech of
politicians and charity orgaruzations.
Free speech? Being a public nui
sance is not an issue of free speech —
it's an issue of being a public nuisance.
No one disturbing the peace can
defend his or her actions as falling
under the protection of free speech.
An individual's right to free speech
is matched by another individual's
right not to listen. Most advertise
ments are based on an "opt-in" basis.
Advertisements on television can be
muted, or the channel can be changed.

family and coworkers, as well as sup
port structures such as emergency med
ical services, police, fire or repair techni
cians like electricians or plumbers.
An individual does not have a relation
ship with a corporation or a telemarketing
firm. A profit-driven business should not
have the right to invade the privacy of the
home in a relational guise. There are no
constitutional protections for wolves
roaming around in sheep's clothing.
Some would question the exemp
tions for politicians and charities. First,
political calls are concentrated around
Election Day, not constant throughout
the year. Second, most political calls
are urges to get* out the vote and, there
fore, are directed toward a party's
members — not the apathetic public.
Nonprofit groups seek donations for

leap above and beyond the top in
an attempt to shock us somehow
into submission.
Despite an inhumane entrap
ment in the 1980s — with the dis
tracting zoom ins and zoom outs
and the nauseating^ synthesized
soundtrack — the flamboyant
acting, cursing,- violence and
drug use in "Scarface" makes it
an utterly engrossing two hours
and 50 minutes of malevolent,
childish glee. 1 must admit it is a
film that doesn't let up.
Yet, a 30-minute "documen
tary" — entitled "The Origins of
a Hip-Hop Classic" and present
ed by the folks at Def Jam -— cre
ates a cultural commentary that
remains unspoken throughout
the presentation. The production
itself is a collage of scenes from
the film, edited between inter
views with various rap stars
ranging from Andre 3000 of
Outkast and Snoop Dogg to

Such fictional characters, who
make the American dream seem
so easily achievable, populate
American cinema and literature.
Tony Montana, Dirk Diggler, Jay
Gatsby, Michael Corleone —
these characters never had to
worry about college expenses or
internships. They simply caught
the onrushing train of triumph
and rode it until their inevitable
crashing and burning.
Films like "Scarface" and
"Boogie Nights" or novels like
"The Great Gatsby" and "The
Godfather" are not meant to
be doctrines for victory over
oppressive situations. Rather,
they are cautionary tales —
brutal and bloody reminders
that the American dream of
speedy success and perpetual
fortune is just that — a selfdestructive dream.
Zak Salih is a senior English
and SMAD double major.

A.merican households give their names to
the FTC to signal their desire not to receive
any phone calls from telemarketers.
Complaints about the intrusive nature of
sales calls are common in American socie
ty, and many families have come to expect
the annoying phone calls during dinner.
Thus, it should have come as no sur
prise that more than 50 million tele
phone numbers — roughly one-third of
all residential lines in the United States
— have been placed on the FTC's donot-call list. What surprised the nation,
however, were the court decisions.
First, U.S. District Judge Lee West
of Oklahoma City ruled that the FTC
did not have the authority to create
such a list. Both houses of Congress
responded in a miraculous fashion,
passing an authorization measure in
one day. Fifty million households are
a political force that cannot be
ignored, and Congress was right to
see how the winds of public opinion
were howling and to act accordingly.
But, U.S. District Judge Edward

No one disturbing the peace can
defend his or her actions as falling
under the protection of free speech.
An individual's right to free speech
is matched by another individual's
right not to listen. Most advertise
ments are based on an "opt-in" basis.
Advertisements on television can be
muted, or the channel can be changed.
The radio station can be changed, or
the radio turned off. Newspaper or
magazine advertisements can be
ignored by folding or turning the page.
But, a telemarketer exploits the tele
phone and the human desire to respond
to a relational summons. The telephone
can bring news of a birth, a marriage, a
new job or the sound of a close friend's
voice. It also can bring news of a death,
a divorce, a layoff or an accident.
In whatever circumstances, the tele
phone is designed to communicate the
events of our lives in a relational format.
Conversation is a dialogue between two
people in some sort of a relationship. On
the other end of the line are friends.

Some would question the exemp
tions for politicians and charities. First,
political calls are concentrated around
Election Day, not constant throughout
the year. Second, most political calls
are urges to gef out the vote and, there
fore, are directed toward a party's
members — not the apathetic public.
Nonprofit groups seek donations for
certain groups or causes that depend on
contributions in order to survive. A
charity is not seeking to make a profit
but to serve others. Our society values
such organizations more than intrusive
profit-driven firms calling consumers. A
request for assistance intrinsically is
worthier than a mere sales pitch.
If this case reaches the U.S. Supreme
Court, the best result would be an affir
mation of the individual's right to pri
vacy rather than a telemarketer's right
to disturb the peace and quiet of the
home. Fifty million people rarely agree
on anything, but the do-not-call list is
something the entire country should
rally around to protect.
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E-mail darts and pats to breezedp@hotmail.com
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and printed on a spaceavailable basis. Submissions are based upon one person's opinion of a
given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pat...

From an exhausted senior who thinks
you should just stick a big "out of order"
sign on the front door.

An "I-wish-you-weren't-my-superior"
pat to my sexy professor, whose incredi
ble knowledge and sense of humor is a
huge turn-on.

Adam Sharp
Opinion Editor

Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no
more than 900 words, and both will be published on a space available basis.
They must he delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.

,

,
L

The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University.

Pat...
An "it's-nice-to-see-some-old-school-skating-come-back-around" pat to all those hot
long-board skateboarders out there.
From the curly haired long-boarder chick who
is looking for a skate partner.

Dart...

Pat...

Editorial Board:
•

Frorti a senior who realizes that school
spirit only exists to extort more money
from us after graduation.

From someone who just wants some sleep
and common courtesy.

EDITORIAL POLICY

Alison Fargo
Managing Editor

A "way-to-make-me-run-around-thelibrary-all-night-trying-to-find-a-photocopier" dart to the library.

A "nobody-wants-you-here" dart to the
terribly inconsiderate people inciting cars to
honk their horns all day right under my
window in the name of school spirit.

The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as a whole, and is
not necessarily the opinion of any individual staff member of The Breeze.
Drew Wilson
Editor

A"way-not-to-be-giant-tools-of-the-man"
pat to everyone who did not honk for the
"Honk 4 Homecoming" signs.

Dart...

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the zvorld is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison

Dart...

From a senior girl who loves being in the
front row thanks to a certain professor's
intelligence and charm.

A "maybe-you-shouldn't-bang-on-yourdrum-all-day" dart to those members of our
. Marching Royal Dukes who decide to take it
upon themselves to start band practice 45
minutes early every day.
From a girl across the tracks who thinks maybe
you could do something better with your time than
be band geeks for 45 more minutes of your day.
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■ Breeze Reader's View

Student disturbed by
assertions concerning
religion, homosexuals
Dear Editor
My name is l-aura Vance,
and I'm a senior Kngiish major.
I in writing to respond to two
(lie editor, urnbv Kolvrt t offig and the otlier
by Kevin Tougher in the Oct. 2
Issue of The Bwzi' Both graduate students express their outrage toward a rwent Opinion
column bv Andrew Chudy in
the Sept
!,• Breeze.
I have a few problems with
both or met* students' letters
and their attack on C hudy
First, th
: udy was
under the heading "opinion.''
This is his opinion about
homosexuality, an opinion
obviously not --band by at
least two JMU students Uvs
this make him wron,
simply means that he h.is a
certain view on a subject

Collis and Tougher also
in opinion
th.it Chudy
n>ng. I thought that this
I liberal college environment where students could
feel fan to express their opinions without being labeled as
tul," a word used numcriiiesbv t olhs in his letter.
Since when is an opinion
valid only it it is politically cor-

The third issue1 I h.

religious person.
the word t>f God, n> i
words in some book written
ind in
my religum, the Hih!
little more reaped tlian that. I
would bo curious to know with
Whotiosjgtan b Higher identities
I et me £ IfiOf .1 lew things up.
Do I botteve that homOMXU*ttt)
is v\ n>ng based on my religion?
Yea DdOB that mean 1 hate all
homosexuals? No.
like Tougher. I have homosexual trit-nds and acquaintances. Do I think that tl ■
is wrong according to rm
giorT Ves Does that mean that I
can't be friends with them?
Obviously not
While there are no doubt rvligious zealots who do use rvligion as a justification for then
hatred, I feel that longher 'a
blanket statement ..bout n'ligion
< 1 curate. Toug:
realize that it is possible to hate
the sin, but love the sinner.

Chudy thinks that homosexuality is wrong and stated that
tact in his article \
may disagree about [he n
ity of homosexuality, I don't
think that chastising Child
his opinion is an appro]
response from obviously edui graduate students (I
and Tougher).
The second issue I
with Tougbi
n that
people ' have been masking
their hatred for homosexuals
under the guise of religion "
Tougher, I belifll i
■nsider myself a

Recall election shows
democracy in action
EvanBolIck

I that tlx'\ reel
Chudy 1 letter had noplace m a
school-spiXTSored publication I
say, what better place I
reone'i opinions?
. )\ given Ml
rhursd.iv. how manv |Ml students rood The Breeze? I would
be temp
Ihj overwhelming majority ol this campus makes a point to
Chudy's
opinion mav have btvn unpop
j his right
to ex pi.
One ot the things that I
always 1
ibout The
Breeze is that 1 ills
expect a variety ot opinions on
numerous subjects I applaud
tOfl for choosing to
publish a column that went out
on I limb to express an opinion
that was not only unpopular,
but controversial as well
Laura Vance
senior, English

■ To Talk of Many Things

State, local budgets need federal assistance
JonathanKelly
State and local governments across the country are
facing more dire financial conditions todav than thev have in
many years. The stagnancy of
the national economy has
caused state budgets everywhere to grow tightly constricted, and the heavy spending and tax cutting of the past
and present has produced an
extra drain on state treasuries
The July 15 issue of 77ic
Washington Post stated that
many services expected of
state and local governments,
such as education, health care,
transportation, public safety
and
park services
have
become burdensome mandates that the states and localities are ill-equipped to meet.
Aid to the states from the

federal level has btvn a pressing
issue in order to compensate for
the mounting state budget
deficits and to keep crucial services afloat until the economy
starts growing again
Fortunatelv. MOM helpful
action has taken place on this
front. As reported in the May 28
issue of USA Today, the tax bill
that was enacted into law this
past spring dispenses $20 billion
in aid to tile states to alleviate
their budget deficits. However,
this probably will not be enough
to get the stati-- and localities
back on their feet.
State and local aid should be
one of our highest priorities. The
vital government services that
people require begin with the
states and localities, and if they
do not have the means to
finance them, people will see the

quality of their services decline
Already, many state governments are making deep cuts
into important pn>grams for
education and transportation in
order to remain within their
budgets. The downsizing of
such projects certainly does not
make life any easier in an
already slow-moving economyThis means that states and
localities will encounter even
greater difficulty in delivering
key services. These services
include providing qualitv classes and materials to educate students, reducing classroom sizes,
hiring new teachers, building
new highways and widening
and repairing existing toads.
The budget deficits are continuing to persist because few
•MM have the will to raise
taxes, and most state govern-

C. Larry Whitlen, MD M. Catherine Slusher. MD Louis E. Nelson. III. MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K Gentry. MD
Maribeth P. Loynes. MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP
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Are pleated to announce

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare,
from appetizer to entree, your delicious

Will be joining their practice ofObitetrici and Gyneeology
September 1, 2003

X551
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829 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg. VA

GUITAR & BASS
AMP SALE!

ill Hometown Music
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»NP MORE

Thursday • (College Party) Df/Dancing

Guitar Amps
List Sale!
GFX212T 2x12" 100w w/DSP & Tuner.. $660... $359
GFX65T 1x12" 65w w/DSP & Tuner
$530 $299
GX65 1x12" 65w
$400... $219
GFX30 1x12" 30w w/DSP
$360. $149
Bass Amps
List Sale!
BFX100T 1x15" 100w w/DSP
$750... $299
iBX50DLX 1x15"50ww/Octave
$390. $169

Friday- Monticello Road (10/10!
Sunday • free pool/Open Mk

'**•.* HPT

dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.

(5401434-3831
(800) 545-3348

Iston'

Saturday • Skip Castro (10/11)

see CAU FORMA, page 9

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD

Accepting New Patients

*r BUDGETS, page 9

ever i gay rlghls attorney
LOOK at SOT past national
election and — with the 0nep
tion of John F. Kennedy or
Ronald IT—ntlll
you will see a
history ot white liotrstant males
whocame from a strong political
or military background. Ihis
diverse field will bring in main
ideas and vaned new opinions
into the political realm.
1 always haw btvn taught
thai if too mom opUnta groups
enter the political race, the
Issues will be too diww and
one-sided. However. I feel that
an injection of new Ideas and
issues desperateh was needed
to recharge the political system.
In this California election, new
topics usually blushed aside by
major politicians have been
pushed into the limelight.
These politicians now are
addressing the failings of the
tech industry, the use of experimental drugs, immigration and
new forms of power. If anything, the fired debates and the
drastic differences between the

i*** 0*0

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

ments want to continue relati\ ely high levels of spending for
both public service and political
purposes. Hea\-y borrowing to
compensate for revenue losses,
however, is not the answer.
Many state constitutions
impose strict limits on borrowing and require a balanced budget. In anv event
excessive borrowing is a bad
choice because it ultimatelv
will create an even greater
burden on state finances.
As an intem working in
the chairman's office ot the
Fairfax County Board of
Supervisors this past summer,
1 observed firsthand the fiscal
anxieties currently engulfing
the locality. Numerous times,
the board was forced to

Therefore, the people hove every
right to void the contract that
they have entered with him
1 see no reason why an)
leader cannot be ousted U ihev
tail to represent properly the
neods oi ma people. I do not iee
why they must wait until a
politician's term is over when
the person mortice tails to meet
the standards that have been set.
An inadequate phono company
Who ll tailing to provide a highqualitv OBfVlOB tor its customers
is dropped quickly tor ■ better;
more successful competitor, and
so it should betorpohtks
Also — for the first time in
perhaps all of America's hWory
— we now have a collection of
candidates representing manv
different ideologies and cultures. The candidates were
male, female, Hbponit. AtriianAmerican and even European
The candidates have occupations ranging from .1 life in politics to an adult film star and

The California recall election
finally is over, a new governor
has been elected and a new era
for California now will begin.
However, this election is much
mote special than what meets
the eye. California's recall election has brought about the
experience of dotnocrocy 'n ,ts
fullest form and has captured
the nation's attention in a way
that no election has for quite
BOOM time.
I nod and heard in the news
■bOUt all of the detractors who
called the California election a
"bastardization" of our legal system, and that it n-prcsents everything that is wrong with today's
election process. However, I
believe that this recall election
actually is the paradigm of howall free, democratic elections
should work.
This local race has captivated
the entire nation with debates
between the major candidates
being televised nationally. Never
before have so many differing
opinions been expressed and
has so much information been
presented to the usually ignorant public of America. In a time
wlxn most people are unable to
name the past five vice presidents of the United States, the
entire nation religiously has
been following this election and
probably can name a candidate
from each of the major partita.
This election was an archetype of democracy because, in
any representative system, a
plethora of choices should be
given to the public as to whom to
elect, and the winning politician
agrees to represent his or her
constituents. It was obvious that
C.ra\ Davis had (alien short oi
his duties as governor. California
had suffered through severe
power shortages, an economy in
turmoil, the failure of many
fledgling industries and an alltime high in unemployment.
Although Davis may not be
directly responsible for all of
these events, he has failed to satisfy' the needs of his constituents.
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Oprah Winfrey, so that
iill the money t-hi tperti
lo nuke herself thin
would go to o

campus
SPOTLIGHT
Anderson BrasweU
junior, business

Kristin Goodine^^^
•.i-mnr. iniernaBonal
liucmaaonal affairs
MIIHH.
affaire

(«!*«»*>
Colin Reynolds
BJp»J«^^|narUntemauonal
international affairs

Erik Bohn
senior, anthropology

■

"^p* Which celebrity do you wish would gain a lot of weight? ^f
BUDGETS: State, local governments CALIFORNIA: Recall election gives
face falling revenues, needed services platform for new candidates, issues

|
J

ooi ra ■ M
choose between preserving
money (or the countv budget
and funding popular local unices. A tliHxi of protest letter*,
for example, was provoked by
plans to cut funding tor some
of the county's most popular
parks and nature centers OUA h I
me serious budnel shortfalls
Substantial funds from the
federal government ihoilld be
directed to the slates to help
them regain their financial
footing and provide needed

k

service* until the economy
hill) revives Once the eoono-

HI

I

[

ny begins to expand again, the

states fiscal burdens will be
lessened, but something needs
to be done in the meantime to
secure their financial stability.
Both President George VV.
Hush and Congress have a
responsibility to address these
fiscal tniubles if they want lo
ensure that ordinary Americans
can make it through the sluggish
economy relatively smoothly.
In order to allocate sufficient funds to the states and
localities, the federal government could start by reigning in
tin' feverish tax cutting and
undisciplined spending that
are draining away resources.

These fiscal resources are needed to help stale and local governments and to cany them
through the slow economy.
It would be irresponsible
if Washington did not attend
to the needs of the states and
localities when their services
attect s<> many citizens directly and immediately. Citizens
across the country are watching the gradual depletion of
their state and local budgets,
and they are watching what
is being done in Washington
to replenish them.
Jonathan Kelly is a junuw political science major.

04 UFORSIA, from page 8

candidates have created an
atmosphere of political activism.
Newly elected Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger now
will be under such a great
amount of public scrutiny by
the press and public that he
will be compelled to do the
best job he can and address
as many of the issues as they
can, ranging from education
reform and Medicare to
small business benefits and
Clttatnshlp reform. If he
turns out not to be the people's candidate that he hopes
to be, I truly believe that his

famous name will not prevent him from facing the
same harsh consequences
that Gray Davis faced.
So, while I will admit that
there was an overabundance ofl
tanfarv and mudslinging in
this campaign 'or gpvemofc
the fresh bree/e of democracy
we have seen more than makes
up for it. This elevtion was I
return to the \Wum that our
forefathers Thomas fcffergOTI
and Ihomaa Paine had tor our
nation. As Jefferson onu Mid
uv m America do not have
government bv the maforit)
We have government by the

majority who participate '
In this election, the candidates running for this Real m
government each embodied
the people they hope to represent both culturally and

Ideologically. In .1 time when
the line between Democrat
and Republican is blurred,
ami extremists dominate
politics around the world, I
would be happy to take part
in 0M ol the most equal
fair, Innovative and democratic elections that has been
seen lor a long time.
H

I junior history
douMf major.

Have a great Homecoming, but don't forget to tell me all about it.
Send darts, pats, columns and letters to the editor to breezeopinion@hotmail.com.
a
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1 t it,
3051 S Main St.
Harnsonburg. VA 22801

(540) 432-6403
MONDAY-THURSDAY 10 A.M.-9 P.M.
FRIDAY 8. SATURDAY 10 A.M.-10 P.M.
SUNDAY 12 P.M.-5 P.M.
ALTERNATIVE CLOTHING • LINGERIE • ACCESSORIES

wants to wish everyone a

DETOXIFIERS • MAGAZINES • VIDEOS • OVDS • ADULT NOVELTIES
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All you former Ashby residents,
don't you miss living in Ashby?

^llefee J# at Af%

rtnitDS:
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LEISURE

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Oct. 9). This year's about forming partnerships, tor work ,is will ,i* pleasure.
Some will be quite profitable, and some a lot of lun Knowing you. you'll create both, Mmultaneously.

Aries March 21 -April 19
mg
Today is a 7 - Don't talk about recent innova^^_> Sons until .ill tin- bugs have km worked
J^fl out You II lcx>k better, and so will your
friends, with a more complete presentation.

Taurus April 20-May 20

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 9 - Your dreamy eyed romance
* is about to turn into hard work - not |uM
to keep the relationship healthy, but also
to achieve your goals. This is the fun part

Wi-

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 5 - Isn't it amazing how much
\ good a kind word from a loved one can
' do? Ask for the comforting you noil if
you start feeling rattled.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
jg, ~\ Today is a 9 - You're bold and brave, but
f^Bpj don't be too outrageous Keep taking cues
IT'1 h°m v°ur manager in order to keep
yourself on track.

Vlrflo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
i^g
v^Pfl
^AM
■^•^

Today isa 5-Gather abundance while
you can and stash away provisions for the
future. It'll be easier to draw up a strategy
over the next few weeks.

1

G R A D E
A P E L
'■

B A N A N A

A man rides into
town on Friday, stays
only for three days,
and leaves on Friday.
How is this possible?
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ACROSS
researcher
Fossey
5 Toward open
waters
9 Is able to, to
Shakespeare
14 Lowdown
15 Quantity of
paper
16 Maui farewell
17 This puzzle's
theme
20 Actress
Spacek
21 Actor
MacLachlan
22 Three-hand
card game
23 d'oeuvres
25 French eye
27 Anger
28 Before now
30 Neutral hue
32 Horse hue
34 Sulk
36 Ventilates
38 Stirling
citizens
41 A screw loose
44 Summer
ermine

48

11
30

40
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Today is a 6 - Determination is one of
1^» your natural virtues, but patience requires
CZT© practice. Luckily, love helps calm you
down, and more of it is coming your way.

1?

7P

5«

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

37

11
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3J

36
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35

M

?6

it

30

2»

M

^v Today is an 8 - The philosophy you're
yjk" working on is starting to attract attention
f^W Discuss it with a friend who already
thinks you're impressive.

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

1

n

?4

41

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

—Tribune Media Services

RlDDLI of the Day

to

Today is a 7 - You're ready to do a difficult
job as only you know how. Know that you
have the support of your friends and give
it all you've got.

—a.
Today is a 6 - You might be able to make
(L%t m°n! money without working harder.
jj^ Stranger things have happened.
Check around.

B

15

34

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

i

3
n

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov, 21

R Today is an 8 - Think about taking on
more responsibility. Don't tell anybody
about your plans yet. Things need time
to develop.

i

20

Sfcs

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

s

4

17

Today is a 7 - You should be settling into a
work nuUut th.u serves you well. That's
good, because il gives you more lime for
romance. Be willing to try something new.

E B B S

3

14

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^k» Today is a 5 - Sometimes, when others get
^4]Bkl anxious and loud, you gel quiet and deter
S!jf mined. This is good, but don't get so stubbom that you won't even take a suggestion.

1

n
fij

9
S)

N

n

n

45 Ardor
46 E.T. vehicles
47 Fingerboard
increment
49 Asian
nursemaid
51 Summer hrs.
in Denver
52 Espied
54 Heath
56 Inter
58 Soho streetcar
60 Boring
situations
62 Guardian
spirits
65 Stop being a
black sheep?
68 Adversary

69 Govern
70 Key or cay
71 Analyze a
sentence
72 Jacket type
73 Dick Tracy's
love

DOWN
1 Morse clicks
2 Cross letters
3 One misfit
4 Untrue
5 Avant-garde
French sculptor
6 Search out
7 Turn green and
see if I care!
8 Sufficient
9 Vette or Caddy
10 Woe is me!
11 Nothing to me
12 Harvest wool
13 Refinement
18 Bronte
governess
19 Will VIP
24 Peruse
26 Be vanquished
28 Police alerts'
letters
29 Navy mascot
31 __-Carlton
Hotel
33 Rights grp.
35 Former
Russian ruler
37 Tailor's
connection
39 Trampled (on)
40 Part of DOS

WONDERING WHERE TO LIVE NEXT FALL?

42 Gossip tidbil
43 Spill the beans
48 Of two minds
50 Enormous
52 Throat prob.
53 Sports
showplace
55 Highly
unconventional
57 Make
alterations
59 _ the word'
61 Town in
Normandy
63 Maladies
64 March middle
66 Whiskey grain
67 Farm layer

7

STOP LOOKING

GET TO SUNCHASE!
* Individually Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Luxury Apartments with Superior Amenities
* Phenomenal Pool and Sunbathing Area
# Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness Center
* State of the aArt Clubhouse featuring a Wide Screen Television and a
High Tech Stereo System

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net
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Focus

from
to closet

A behind-the-scenes look at the
life cycle of donated clothing:

1
2
3
4
5

Donated clothes are brought to a donation center
for temporary storage.

Clothes then are processed to determine which
ones can be sold, as Goodwill employee Charlotte
Kitoy is doing.
Clothes chosen to be sold are hung in the store.
Customers such as Harrisonburg resident Claudia
Santana visit the thrift store to shop.
Clothing is purchased by customers such as
Harrisonburg resident Teri Jacobsen. whose
purchases are being rung up by Goodwill cashier
Amy Pence.

two2two

Thrift stores provide buys for students,
help to those in need
Story by contributing writer Molly O'Halloran • Photos by photo editor Kristy Nicolich

T7

|H or some, it's about finding the
JL
perfect 1980s dress to wear to a
party Saturday night. For others, it is
about finding the best deal on gently
worn designer clothes or the thrill and
creativity of putting together a unique
outfit for next to nothing. No matter
what the reason for shopping at
Harrisonburg's thrift stores, the old
adage rings true — "one person's trash is
another person's treasure."
Harrisonburg is home to several nonprofit thrift stores. Gift and Thrift, located at
227 N. Main St., is both a gift store and thrift
shop, according to manager Sandra Rush.
On one-half of the store is its 10,000 Villages
shop, which sells "fairly traded crafts from
31 countries," according to Rush. Crafts can
be found from countries including Nigeria,
Congo, Egypt and Kenya, according to Ken
Layman, thrift manager at Gift and Thrift.
On the thrift side of the store, there is an
abundance of goods donated by locals,
including anything from clothing and furniture to kitchen appliances and housewares.
All of the money from sales is given to the
Mennonite Central Committee, which pn>
vides "relief and education" for Mennonites
all across North America, Rush said.
Gift and Thrift was opened 21 years
ago by "a few local ladies who went
around to garage sales and got the leftovers," Rush said. Since then. Gift and
Thrift steadily has been growing. It
plans to expand and move to a larger
facility in the spring.
The Salvation Army also owns thruthrift stores in Rockingham County.
Harrisonburg Thrift Store is located at
245 E. Washington St., Grottoes Thrift
Store is at 402 August St. and
Timberville Thrift Store is at 297 S.
Main St. Donations are accepted at the
stores, and the clothing is sorted into
clothes that can be sold and clothes that
cannot, according to administrator
Charlie Hampton. Non-sellable items
include those that are animal-soiled or
soiled in other unrepairable ways.
Money from the donations then is split
between the salary of the staff and
overhead from the building expenses.
All excess money then is sent to support the Family and Emergency Shelter
for the homeless.
The donations aren't restricted to
clothing, however. "Everything
you can think a person would
own, we have it," Hampton
said. Donations to the Salvation Army
stores have included vehicles, all different household items and recreational
and exercise equipment.
The clothes that are not able to be sold

are bundled and sold to brokers who then
sell them to third world countries, according to Hampton. Some of the clothes are
sold in the United States to be recycled
and used as rags, Hampton said.
JMU students appear to do their share by
shopping at these stores as well. Rush typically sees an influx of students Fridays and
Saturdays becaitoe students tend to shop for
clothes for theme parties during that time.
They look for '80s purses and jewelry, especially Rush said. "Halloween is also very big
for students," because it is an economical
way to shop for costumes. Rush said.
The cheap prices of items at thrift stores
make it a major draw for those looking to
save a few dollars. Tops and bottoms are
between $250 and $330, according to Rush.
Gift and Thrift compares its prices to the
other thrift stores in town to make sure its
prices remain fair.

—U
Harrisonburg has some of the
best thrift stores I've ever been to,
including the ones in big cities...
— Becky Bikowski
senior

59
Those who are environmentally conscious may be happy to leam that Gift and
Thrift makes little waste. The items that cannot be sold in the store are bailed up and
sent to the Ukraine, according to Rush. Gift
and Thrift also recycles denim, corduroy
and wool into rugs that are sold in the store.
"We don't send anything to the dump
unless it is completely unusable," Rush said.
Another thrift store recently has
arrived in Harrisonburg. Aug.
30, Goodwill opened its doors
to the Harrisonburg public,
according to manager Karen Dellinger. Its
merchandise mostly is donated locally,
with some of the merchandise coming
from the Goodwill warehouse in
Roanoke, according to Dellinger. The
store is "overflowing on Saturdays after
yard sales," Dellinger said.
Goodwill already has its regulars,
according to Dellinger. She, like Rush,
sees the majority of students Friday and
Saturday evenings shopping for '80s
party clothes.
Senior Becky Bikowski likes to shop

at thrift stores. She has been going to
thrift stores for four years now and
finds that the Harrisonburg thrift
stores hold up to the competition of
larger towns. "Harrisonburg has some
of the best thrift stores I've ever been
to, including the ones in big cities
because here they are small and very
localized," Bikowski said.
She likes the idea of being able to
put together a unique outfit for less
than $5, and wishes that others would
turn to thrift store shopping as well.
"There would be a great increase in
diversity and creativity of clothing
styles if more people on campus
shopped there," she said
Bikowski's decision to shop regularly at thrift stores is not just
based on saving money or looking good. For her, it is more
political. "I personally have issues giving money to large corporations with
questionable labor practices," she said.
"I have no guilt in giving money to
these organizations that are going to
give it to a good cause."
Senior Erin Engelstad also is an avid
thrift store shopper who has been getting
most of her clothes from thrift stores for
close to nine years. "I used to go crazy buying anything I found amusing or interesting," she said. "But lately, I've settled
down a bit. I have way too much stuff."
Engelstad loves the thrill of not
knowing what she might find and the
"unique character" of each thrift store.
She finds that Harrisonburg thrift stores
have fair prices and "more interesting,
generally older and stranger things than
stores in a more urban area."
Engelstad lists her tap shoes.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle
album and her bicycle at the top
of her list of favorite items she's
found at thrift stores, along with her
hundreds of T-shirts. Bikowski's favorite
finds are ones that bring back childhood
memories. For instance, she bought a
Fisher Price record player from the '80s.
"I love it; it's the same as the one I had in
my childhood," Bikowski said.
Gift and Thrift is open Monday to
Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Goodwill, located at 2475 S. Main St., is
open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and Sunday from 12 to 8
p.m. Harrisonburg Thrift Store is open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thmugh
Saturday, with the exception of Thursday,
when it stays open until 7 p.m. Grottoes
Thrift Store and Timberville Thrift Store are
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Saturday as well.
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MACONDO'S CARIBBEAN RESTAURANT
LUNCH Mon-Fri 11:00 AM-2 :00 P

DINNER 5vn-Thn 5:10 PM-9:00 PM

q*V t** Tfrfr

Fri-S<rr5:M FM-10:00 PM

prerow*-

Kitties

43 Unda Lane. noxt H LWs 549-432-0151
Moka your r«s«r vat ions for Homecoming W««k«nd soon!

HOMEMADE CARIBBEAN CUISINE WITH A TOUCH OF
--^"^
SPAIN!

$*ofy,

JxJJ
56 E WoffoSl

;.

FLEX NOW ACCEPTED!

Buy One Cone or Cup
&- Get One Free!

Jlavorofthe

CwocoLAre. PeAuur Burred
(Waffle Cones .50 Extra)
1 Coupon Per Person Expires 10-18-03 H'Burg Store Only
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg

Downfown: 433-3917

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

* Party Pack Special *
$34.99
*
THREE LUU.li - ONE TOPPING
PIZZAS
ANY TWO SIDES
TWO- TWO LITER COKE PRODUCTS

Stop ba the SIGMA KAPPA
gourmet lollipop sale
TODAY on the Commons
from II to I.
Money raised benefits the Alzheimer's Association.

433-7272

0PEN

How many licks
does it take?

Help us find a cure!

1:30 am Mon-Thurs
3:30 am Fri & Sat
12:30 am Sun

Does your club
or organization have
an event coming up?

OET f HE
WORD OUT
with FREE Breeze advertising

Advertising In The Breeze Is a highly effective
^B
'^^

^A

way to inform students, faculty, and the
each week, one 1/16 page ad Is available

«^

for use by a university organization
at no cost. Ads can ho reserved

^M ^^fr^
Ml ..

itive, ^M^W
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* faganrjdjmia.odu
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■ Eye on the market
"Keeping Up With the
Joneses' playwright
Nathan Eppler speaks to
theatre students.

il.-P

9, 20031 THE BREEZE 113

"School of Rock" desperately tries... to
conjure up nostalgia for the early 1980s
head-banging Led Zepplin era.

STYLE

STEPHEN ATWELL

senior
see story Mow

The Joneses
next door
THEATRE REVIEW-

Stage swells with
delightful dysfunction
BY KATIE FITZGERALD

contributing writer

SCOTT BRODY/cfn/ri/irti/!*pfxxt-Rniphrr
Senior Connor Fux portrays
Alexander Jones In "Keeping Up
With the Joneses," which runs
through Saturday.

'Joneses' playwright gives
students taste beyond JMU
BY REBECCA DORSCHEL

— 66

contributing writer
Traditionally, if one is keeping up with
the Joneses, they are stock market watchers — not theatre buffs. Theatre students
were given the opportunity to meet and
partake in a discussion with the creator of
"Keeping Up With the Joneses," which
currently is playing at Theatre II.
Playwright Nathan Eppler attended
classes Wednesday to speak about his career
as a professional playwright and he discuss
his play, "Keeping Up With the Joneses."
Eppler traveled to JMU from Hadley,
Mass., where he currently is the resident
playwright at Breezeway Theatre Company.
"We are lucky to have Eppler here,
especially after seeing his play
("Keeping Up With the Joneses") last
night," sophomore Angie Fusco said.
"It's really interesting because 1 have
never had the chance to speak with a
playwright before, and he has helped
me to understand the set design and the
characterization better."
During the classes he attended.

... produce yourself; don't wait
for others to do your stuff.
— Nathan Eppler
pbywrighi. "Keeping Up With ihe Joneses"

—

99

Eppler responded to the students' questions, and said, "the most important
piece of advice 1 can give to you is produce yourself; don't wait for others to do
your stuff. You must get with like-minded people and create and produce."
Theatre professor Roger Hall, who is
also the director of "Keeping Up With the
Joneses," said, "Occasionally, I see something that I think would be a good
choice for us to produce here at JMU,
and Eppler's play is one of those. I have
seen the play numerous times and really
like it, so I invited Eppler down to see
set EPPLER, page U

Laughter filled the LatimerShaeffer Theatre Tuesday night
as an audience tuned in to the
lives of a dysfunctional family
and found itself "Keeping Up
With the Joneses."
It is obvious from the expressions on the faces in the audience
that those who attended the
opening night performance of
"Keeping Up With the Joneses"
thoroughly enjoyed the humorously complex production.
The play is set in October of
1984. The story revolves around
the different traumas that arc
going on in each of the Joneses'
lives. Calvin Jones, played by
senior Keith Foster, narrates the
entire play with a touch of
humor and foreshadows the
drama that ensues. One of the
two Jones sons, Calvin seems to
be at a loss for how to help his
family members through a myriad of changes in their lifestyles.
Ellis Jones, played by junior
Andrew Ballard, and his son
Alexander, played by senior
Connor Fux, are at odds with
each other because Ellis is
enraged that Alexander dropped
out of his doctoral pn>gram and
refuses to go back.
Meanwhile, Alexander, who
is one of the smartest men on the
planet — according to Calvin and
portrayed through Alexander's
philosophical vernacular —only
wants to become a superhero and
fix the world.
At the same time, Maureen
Allen Jones, played by sophomore Kristin Long, is feeling
unhappy with her life and

decides to quit her job as an
ornithologist — which supposedly she has loved all her life.
Ellis, her husband, and
Maureen are at each other's
throats because he is mad that
she is quitting, and she is mad
that he doesn't understand her.
A good way to describe the
cause of the family's downfall
is, "the hardest thing to do is listen," according to Calvin.
The set was very simple, yet
perfect for the atmosphere. It
was constructed out of four
large, abstract figures in the
back that resembled butcher
knives sticking into the ground.
The only thing on the stage was
a grand piano. The set was
painted in pastel colors of blue,
green, purple and silver, which
gave it a serene look.
"They did a good job of
doing a lot with very little,"
sophomore Shay Nicole said.
One particularly clever feature
of the play was the use of lighting
and sound to suggest that the
Joneses were staring at Calvin's
fish tank. Calvin, who aspires to
be a doctor, kept a few Blue
Damsels in a tank as a project. The
actual tank never was shown on
the set, yet every time the cast
members feigned eye contact with
the fish tank, a faint light floated
over their faces and a soundtrack
of bubbles was played.
The acting was very impressive in that the play was extremely well-rehearsed. Foster, in the
role of Calvin in particular, displayed very genuine emotions
while
remaining
onstage
throughout the entire play.
see JONESES, page 14

Napster is back
Worldwide Internet music
file-swapping phenomenon,
Napster, goes legitimate this
week after being shut down by
the courts in 2001.
Roxio, a software manager
responsible for bringing personal computer users programs
like Easy CD Creator, purchased the Napster name for S5
million and paid an additional
$40 million for pressp/fly music,
a free-based subscription service that shut down Tuesday.
The new Napster service
will debut with over 500,000
songs, and users will be able to
buy sonRs a la carte for $1 per
song or a flat monthly charge of
$10 for unlimited downloads.
While the downloads are
no longer free, the monthly fee
to swap unlimited songs rivals
that of a compact disc on sale
at Wal-Mart.
There is one catch — to be able
to transfer songs to a portable
MP3 player or bum them onto a
CD, users not only will have to
subscribe, but also pay an additional charge per song, about $1,
according to a statement made by
Ro\io('FO< hns( **rgintheOct
6 issue of USA Today.

What happens
in Vegas ...
Illusionist Roy Horn of the
well-known Las Vegas duo
Siegfried & Roy was mauled
Saturday by Montecore, a 600pound white tiger, during a
show before a live audience at
The Mirage hotel and casino.
The 7-year-old tiger lunged at
Horn during the show and
dragged him off the stage by his
neck, barely missing his carotid
artery. All of Siegfried & Roy's
shows, which were made
famous by its acts with exotic
cats, have been canceled at least
through Christmas.
All $100-per-seat tickets for
the 30 to 45 sold-out shows will
be refunded, according to a statement released by The MirageThe tiger, which is under
quarantine required by law,
will not be destroyed. Horn, 59,
is listed as being in critical but
stable condition.
— compiled by Kyra Papafil
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ReeL | ReFLections
'School of Rock' misses grade, fails miserably
BY STEPHEN ATWELL

senior writer
Director Richard Linklater
hit the mark in 1993 with
"Dazed and Confused," but
was miles off target with his latest movie, "School of Rock."
The movie, featuring Jack
Black ("Saving Silverman") as
Dewey Finn, fails to make up
for the movie's lacking star
power. Finn is an obsessed rock
n' mil diehard who dreams of
playing one great show.
The movie begins with Finn,
who can't be taken seriously, getting voted out of his own band.
Finn is considered a joke by
band mates and others for his
rowdy on-stage behavior and
off-stage laziness. He proceeds
to spend the rest of the movie
bitter and tries to assemble a
group to compete in the bartleof-lhe-bands
competition
against his former band.
Strapped for cash, Finn
impersonates his roommate,
substitute
teacher
Ned
Scheebly, played by Mike
While ("Orange County").
Joan
Cusack
("FHgh
Fidelity") plays the uptight
school principal, Rosalie Mullins,
who hires Finn. All the while,
Mullins has no idea Finn has no

"SCHOOL OF ROCK"
STARRING:
JACK BLACK AND
JOAN CUSACK
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
108 MINUTES

MARC CHOVgniphHs nhu-r

Spaghettifest to raise
funds for rare disease

*«
teaching experience. Finn is able
to fool fellow faculty members
and keep the entire school in the
dark, while outwardly displaying no intelligence.
"School of Rock" desperately tries, to a painstaking degree,
to conjure up nostalgia for the
early 1980s head-banging l.ed
Zeppelin era. Finn frequently
can be seen wailing on his guitar and flailing .1 round stage in
an overly showy display.
The highlight of the film
occurs as Finn tries to educate his
fifth-grade pupils on the history
of rock 'n' roll as a rm.4iminary to
joining the Kind. The plot feels
forced as it slowly stumbles its
way toward completion.
The storyline, with its musical numbers, is more reminiscent of a cheesy taping of an
"Star Search" than a comedy.

photo councty of KRT CAMPUS
Rabecca Brown (left) and Jack Black atar In "School of
Rock." Black plays an unqualified elementary school teacher.

The plot, while possessing
ingenuity, is definitely not
humorous. The few jokes that
are dispersed sporadically are
trite and Black tries too hard,
as does the movie. It strays
from the crude humor that
has become a staple in most
of Black's films.
The script seems more suitable for a Disney animated
movie than a comedy to be
taken seriously, but based on
the movie as a whok\ that may
be an insult to Disney.
"School of Rock" is a film

New Movies:

Oct. 9 through 15
Otmpited by Kyra Piipafil

Regal Cinemas,
• Kill Hi"
•Good Boy
• House of the Dead
• Intolerable Cruelty

that deserves to rock out among
the other videos in video stores'
bargain discount bias.
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Bv ANDREA LANGE
contributing writer
Natural Chimneys Park in
Mount Solon will be rocking
this weekend to Spaghettitest,
a three-day-long music festival featuring an eclectic selection of 16 bands, including
The Recipe, The Big Wu and
Midnight Spaghetti and the
Chocolate G-Strings.
Along with the music,
there will be food, attractions,
games — including spaghetti
eating contests — and prizes,
according to senior Mikael
Glago, an event organi/er
Glago, a guitarist for
Midnight Spaghetti — a band
comprised of JMU students

and alumni — said he planned
the festival in order to help promote the band and other t.ilent
with kical fan bases.
"I wanted to showcase how
much [Midnight Spaghetti |
has evolved over the years, as
well as expose people to all
[the) great local music in Ihe
area," Glago said.
The Recipe and The Big Wu
are playing at Spagheftifcst as
part of a 15-date coheadlined
tour. The Recipe guitarist Joe
Prichard said. The Recipe was
formed in Morganstown, W.Va.,
and released its first compact
disc in 1995, according to
I'riih.ird. He described The
see CONCERT, page 14

Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Court Square Theater
- National twiXrme lal-pWung champion
Robert Shafar and mandoln open Johnny
Steals wa" perform Saturday a" 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are HO and $12, depending on seat
lecaeon For more irtormeeon can 433-8169

• Finntgan"s Cove
- Jimmy 0 wf play tonight. acousOc gutartel Todd ScNebeoh w* play Friday and (am
band W*am Water wf play Saturday Al
shows begin at 10 pm. Coal» $3 at the door.
For more rtormeeon eel 433-9874.

• JMU commone
- Uk> of Ihe Common wi hold e see compact dec rateaee ooncert lor its new atjum
Sunday al 5 p m. Aderyn. formerly known as
JWeeteut wH open lor I For more Inrbrmalon e-mari Aoam Lee al heap
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Leisure reading just what doctor ordered
As an avid reader, it is
important, at the expense of
insanity, to nftMOfiM the hooks
one n'ads. The days of reading
one book at I time. i«( focilflfag
all im.igm.iiu. energies on a
single text, be it for pleasure or
study, are long gone. Those
were the davs,' our p.in'nts and
>;r.ini.parents are fond of baying, finishing the sentence with
a heavy historical exhalation.
In high school — those were
the days It was a imposed of one
yearly English class and six other
courses whose textbooks were
denied anything but the sparest
of my attention. Keep in mind
these English classes would
assign an average of four out-ofclass novels to read, with more
than enough spaa1 between
them to allow for plenty of
leisure reading. Perhaps this was
the master plan after all — inspiring leisurely reading under the
disguise of a relaxed workload.
In any case, it worked for this
nerd. Since college, however,
I've had to train myself to read
more than one novel at a time —

episode, that 1 possessed the
wherewithal to devote at least
an hour a day to reading for
pleasure the books I want to
read along with the books I'm
assigned. But all romantic
notions of the persevering reader aside, let's be practical — the
grades come first.
And yet, with the latest book
to fall into my clutches, I want to
prolong its reading inevitably. I
first came across Gabriel Garcia
Marquez's "Autumn of the
Patriarch" over the summer
when Jonathan Yardley, the eminent book critic for The
Wasltington Post, devoted an
entire column to the work.
Only now have I gotten
around to starting it, and the
novel — detailing in stream-ofconsciousness the life and death
of a Caribbean dictator — is
composed with such engrossing,
awe-inspiring language that I
have to put the book down just
so I can prolong the enjoyment.
In which case, I don't mind having to juggle so many books
within so little time.

by senior writer

Zak Salih

spreading my imagination and
attention across four courses and
around 20 texts ,i semester
To be honest, I still haven't
gotten used to it. especially when
all the reading requires permanent retention for those joyous
examinations at the middle and
end of every course. lust last
tvetk, 1 spent my afternoons
among four separate books. I
took a 100-page road trip with
the infamous Humbert Humbert
and his captive nymphet along
the continental United Static,
spent hours trying to decipher,
sentence by sentence, an essay
by C5. Lewis, accompanied tin-

narrator of William (hiding's
"Free Fall" during his imprisonment in a Nazi broom closet and
wandered the haunted halls of
Macbeth's fragmented mind,
flashlight in hand.
Which begs the question —
all together now— where do
you get the time for leisure reading? Well, allow me to enlighten
those of you who haven't yet
exchanged me for the horoscope
and crossword puzzle. I haven't
given it up yet.
Sadly, however, the time for
such reading gets spaced out as
well. I only wish, with all the fervor of the fiercest nostalgic

Going batty

WIV I'AI KRSON/wntor i<hui,Vmphri
-

"Bat Boy: The Musical tells the story of a half-bat, halfboy, played by senior Patrick O'Herron, who Is discovered
In West Virginia, and his attempt to become civilized. The
musical comedy will run through Sunday In Theatre II.
Acting In the play are senior Lauren Paradise, standing,
lunlor Sara Tomko. left, and sophomore Mark Johanson.

I

EPPLER: Fishing for symbolism CONCERT: Festival
SmjUr, from page 13
our production of it "
According to Fppler
"Keeping Up With the
loneses" originally was produced at the University' of
Memphis and currently is
being produced at numerous professional theatres
and colleges
Regarding his inspiration for the play, Fppler
said, "In all honesty, years
ago, 1 really had a problem
killing U rhOM of you
who have seen the pl.iv
you know that fish play a
large role in it. My significant other at the time continuously gave me Bah,
and I just could not seem
to keep them alive."
"Keeping Up With the
Joneses' is | humorous
glimpse into the lives of
the Joneses, an extraordinarily quirky family with
an ordinary last name.

As family rnembers quibble and bicker within the Jones
asidence, they are confronted
repeatedly by the household
fish tank. Calvin, who hopes
to someday be a doctor, keeps
a miniature aquarium in the
■ a pnfHl While the
fish an* a seemingly negligibk'
aspect of the Jones household, Eppler further incorporated the fish tank into the
play through attaching a tinge
ot symbolism tint
"Every time I see a
new production of m\
play, 1 learn more (about)
the characters and am
able to sec a new side of
them that is brought out
by each different actor,"
Rppler said.
"I thoroughly enjoyed
JMU's production of my play
IRENE WAZtiOWSKA/ amtnhain* ittutttniplir
and having the opportiinitv
to speak with students shar- Playwright Nathan Eppler, who wrote
ing my interest in theatre and "Keeping Up With the Joneses,"
playwriting," he said.
addresses theatre students Wednesday.

A st Annual

raising money for cause

CONCERT .from page 13
Recipe's sound as "hillbillydisco," a mix of disco and funk
with country and bluegrass.
"Festival season is our
favorite time of vear," Prichard
said. "So if it's a festival, then
we have to be there."
The Big Wu is a rock 'n' roll
jam band from Minnesota,
according to uitw.tluingwuxom.
Midnight Spaghetti and the
Chocolate G-Strings is a funk
band composed of seven JMU
students and two JMU alumni,
according to Clago.
He said the other bands
playing at the festival cover a
many musical styles including
funk, hard rock, jazz, hip hop
and bluegrass.
All profife from ticket sales
will be donated to the Fanconi
Anemia Research Fund. Fanconi
Anemia an inherited disease
that leads to bone marrow failure and often affects children.

according to uniw/mconiorg.
I .\nn and Dave Frohnmawr.
parents of two children who
died from complications with
FA, started the FA Research
Fund in 1989 in order to further
scientific research of the disease,
according to the Web site.
Clago said that the FA
Research Fund was chosen
because FA is a rare disease, so
the fund doesn't get as much
attention as larger charities.
The festival is scheduled to
kick off at 12:30 p.m. Oct. 10. It
will run daily through Sunday,
Oct. 12. Tickets toSpaghwtirest
are $25 in advance and $30 at
the entrance.
Camping also is available at
Natural Chimneys Park for
audience members who are
traveling from a distance, but
camping is not included in price
of admission. For information
on tickets, directions and camping, go to wtvuKspagfiettifistamt.

JONESES:
Quirky quartet
elicits laughter
tONl tgS.fromptgtlS
Thi- pnxluctiim featured
MVOal solid performances.
Fux was consistently energetic,
which vastly contributed to
the play, while Long and
Ha I lard. M the parents, were
skillfull in their portrayal of
characters far older than themsehes l-osler's plav-by-pla\
commentary was a creative
addition and carried the show
with its sheer wit
The play's message that
nothing ever can prepare a
person for life, was presented realistically and tactfully.
"Keeping Up With the
jOflMW' ia -.bowing at the
UHmer-Shaeffer Theatre in
Duke Hall through Oct. 11 al
8 p.m. Tickets are $8 for the
general public and $6 for
senior citizens, children and
JAC card holders.

*IMPROVE YOUR RESUME*
IMPROVE YOURSELF!

Race to Beat Breast Cancer
5k Run/Walk

The following workshops are offered as part of the
Counseling & Student Development Center's

Hosted by Harrisonburg Parks and Recreation
In Association with Madison Association ol Recreation Students
(MARS/JMU)

—INTERPERSONAL SKILLS—
CERTIFICA TE PROGRAM

Saturday October 25, 2003 @ 9:00AM
(All proceeds go to RMH Breast Cancer treatment)
Call Erik Dart or Jason Payne 433-2474 for Information

ASSERTIVENESS

DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE

UNDERSTANDING DESTRUCTIVE RELATIONSHIPS

free delivery on campus

SELF-ESTEEM
INTIMACY IN RELATIONSHIPS

Williamson Hughes
"1U SbukttU PLvuHocy"
Mon-Fri: 8:30am to 6pm
Saturday: 9am to noon

540-434-2372

10% off
prescriptions with your
_JAC_Card_

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

We also offer an ANGER MANAGEMENT
CERTIFICA TE PROGRAM

Pharmacy & Home Health
Hours:

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

For more infbrrmtion on how to register for • workshop or for • cenific.le program,
phase call x86552 or e-mail k*rrkm@jmu edu

563 B Neff Avenue
Harrisonburg

mm

The Counseling and Student Development Center is located in Vamer House.
http//www jmu.edu/counsclingctr

Joshua Wilton House
Inn & Restaurant

Jet (Wees in W

Happy
Homecoming
2003!

We have thousands of videos and DVDs
Free Membership! (Just bring your driver's license and JAC card)

The Joshua Wilton House
-nwnfar • hfimMS)
1702 East Market Street
33 East, Across from the Boston Beanery)

!

»•> Exciting cuisine using the
freshest local ingredients
•» Homemade breads and desserts
"*• Award-winning wine list
*■ Ala carte menu with
entrees starting at $13
»■ Exquisite food and
impeccable service
—■ Outdoor dining available,
weather permitting
i* Reservations recommended

OPEN FOR DINNER:
Tue-Thu 5-9; Fri-Sat 5-10
MINUTES FROM JMU:
Directions. 412 South Main SI.,
Harrisonburg. Virginia
540-4i4-44M or 1-888-2W1LTON

^^"''cornerofSo^nan*

www.joshuawilton.com
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Upward Mobility 101

M
vtWA CHAALOITSSVIUI
WO HUSTON AVNX
OVWtOTTHVllLE. VA WOJ
tH.OH77.0IH
fAX 4J4 »7> MOI

MPNOAY-HUOAT
SATU»OAr

WWW.VESPACHAIIlOTIESVILlt.COM

lOAM-mi

!<**^

Live
Love
Be Fabulous
'Where's the man could ease
the heart like a satin goujn?'

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer

-Dorothy Porker

Rre your thoughts turning
to Foil donees and parties?
Anticipation Is always as
much fun as the event.
Hadty & P has dresses

1.2 & 3 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street Some
utilities included.

and separates tor any
occasion from a football game
to o black tie event
Visit ond heighten your anticipation
of the fun on Its way

5 Bedrooms
Spacious townhomes located in
walking distance to campus.
W/D & walkout basement

BANKI K
( OMMI IM IAI

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'
mem$
oyXVB

(In Historic Downtown Staunton)
7EBev8rieySt • 540-888-8666
Hours: Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm; Sun: 12noon-6pm

4 Bedrooms Three floors of Irving space with
a fully equiped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

715 Port Republic Road
llarrisonburg.VA 22801
info(</cbcfunkhouser.com
(540) 434-5150

w w w. o l'lY a m p u s h o u s i n R . c o m
€32003 CoWwall B«n*»r Conwne*C«e>Fun»noue«i RMIOX CokMMli Benaa* Conwnerc*' • a
loeflapd l»a*ma(li ol the Coitfaejtl BaMa>» ReeiEaaate Corporation Each Odios « fndtptndtniy
Owned and Operated An Equal OppothKirty Employe* Eaua HouBirtg Opportunity
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Win 25,i iii

Minimester
in Tasmania

for grad school!
LAW

•

lUtlNESS

•

OKADUATE

•

MEDICAL

•

DENIAL

Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In...
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!

James Madison University
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of taw. business, graduate, medical or dental school.

The program wl take place in Tasmania under Je supervision of Prolessor Andrew

To enter, visit www.kaptest.com/25k by October 31. 2003.

Osbom and Professor Daniel Wub*

N0-l-1CH»M NKOtWV TO Mlfjft 0* "«. OM>- to *■•
■MBWU o> r* w U>MM 9"m ma ** Dam •> com tne
«n*i r* ***** or QuaOM) ** ***** mx*
ON A STuWNT MSI •> MM «-*»■ MfeMOT —o •>•
■«?»- U. HOT ol ■» o> o— — 1 K*JJ* IJ. JOOJ .Ml
On*»*i aa> cans" Me**— TmrtwutiinioriiuHi—ma
M OHM* 31 J001 N* MMMTHH **JM» •wm-Mf* mO
CM«

KAPLAN
1

Students UMII partcpate in a varisty of fieM s&jdies actvites at srtes kxaled throughout the

IjAMES
r
MADISON

800 KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/25k

UNIV[ K5 ITV

state ol Tasmania. Letties on speofc plants, anmals and systems *■ be her) the day
before students visit the ste
Dates December 28 2003 through January 9,2004. Planto fry out of conbnental US on
December 26 2003 because you wliose a day when you cross the international dale Ire.
The deadkhe tor applying to this program is October 15,2003
The program has been developed phmariry lor IJeandErrvirorrorttScerasturJents
but s also wel suited tor Business, Fro Arts and Educator maiors
Cost: Approximately $2700

Mitmxti@jmu.Kiu
r.l c«m.|mu.t<Ju/wubaW

Credits: Students mi receive up to 3 credits upon Wlmertolrorecessaryaxirsework

Welcome Home Alumni Welcome Home Alumni

1

4.
f JAMES MCHONE
|

antique

jewelry

"Where JfMU Buys its engagement rings."

MOW THAT WE'VE GOT YOU*
ATTENTION:
THE BREEZE MOW MAKES OME
1/16 PAGE AD AVAILABLE
AT MO COST TO CLUBS AMD
ORGANIZATIONS EACH WEEK.

IE YOUR GROUP IS INTERESTED,
AVS CAM BE RESERVED
THROUGH SGA. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CONTACT
THE OM-CAMPUS ADS
REPRESENTATIVE, RYANFAGAN,
ATFAGANRJ@JMU.EDU.

I
I

s

75 Court Square, Marrisonburg
(tofatf to 'Ban^Of America)
433-1833

I

Welcome Home Alumni Welcome Home Alumni
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"Completed passes never kill you,
but the runs after the catch will
get you."

SPORTS

DENNARD MELTON

red-shirt senior linebacker

FOOTBALL■» i >

t \r\**\
J+ I

**

i^*/

/

4fc .*#•. v

-

■_-1 ~
HLk PH(m»»Tnm \«Wlr*
JMU will lean on Its offensive line Saturday In hopes of establishing the running game to help keep pressure off red-shirt Junior quarterback Matt LeZotte.

Regrouping against Spiders
Dukes face off with Richmond in key Homecoming game
on controlling the clock by running the
ball, especially since two of the squad's
starting wide receivers — red-shirt
The Dukes rtost the University of , freshman D.D. Boxley and senior Alan
Richmond this weekend, needing a win Harrison — will be sidelined for this
to remain in the thick of the competition weekend. Boxley still is suffering from a
lor ilk' Atlantic ID title. The winless pulled quadricep, while Harrison sepaSpiders enter the game at 0-4,0-3 in con- rated his left shoulder during the Dukes'
I pl.iv, but have remained close in 38-14 loss against Villanova.
their losses
With its deep threat in Boxley and
"Homecoming can be a distraction," go-to guy in Harrison out, the Dukes
coach Mickey Matthews said. "We must offensive success is reliant upon winremain focused on business — earning a ning the battle in the trenches up front
win over Richmond. The team enjoys and will need a solid performance from
playing on Hnmeavning since the crowd its offensive line to keep the pressure off
the passing game, LeZotte said.
■ Kntnlh vocal and boisterous."
Matthews said, "I thought our offenThe Dukes arc back at home after two
consecutive games on the road. With red- sive line blocked as well as we have
shirt freshman running back Alvin Banks against a quality opponent in two or
questionable for thus weekend, red-shirt three years. I was encouraged by how
rafaman running back Maurice Fenner we bkxrked, along with our backs runwill oivcl a rcpeat of last week's solid per- ning hard. Our offensive line did a lot of
fomiance at Villanova University, where good things in the ballgame [against
Villanova), and that was evident when
In gained 71 yards on 15carries.
It i .i apod situation for Maurice to we watched the Igame] tape "
Returning to action for the first turn
show wlut ha can do," red-shirt junior
quarterback Matt I eZotte said. this season will be red-shirt freshman
offensive
tackle Chuck Suppon, who
Anytime w sj can >;*'' tbe running game
rnlling, it takes the pressure off the pass- missed the team's first five games due to
ing game. He had a solid performance a broken finger. Matthews said he
[last Week] in the first half, and we need expects Suppon to bolster his line this
week and give it more depth since redfour quarters like that from him again."
Matthews said JMU intends to focus shirt junior guard George Bums and redBY WKS HHINEL

assistant sports editor

shirt sophomore Matt Magerko have
been banged up recently with nagging
knee and ankle injuries, respectively.
"C hut k will bnng some intensity and
depth to the offensive line,'' LeZotte said.
"It's hard on me line [given the injuries)
to not have as many substitutions as normal. It starts up mint offensively."
Another focal point for the Dukes
this week will be holding onto the football, Matthews said. JMU turned the ball
over four times last week, and
Matthews attributed to the loss to carelasanaai with the football combined
with I lack of field position
"The tumours [against Villanova)
were really big," Matthews said. "We
played really hard defensively, but just
didn't tickle. We had a field position
nightmare in the first half, and those
tumiA'ers really hurt us in the ballgame."
Defensively, the Dukes will have the
task ot keeping quarterback Bryson
Spinner in cluvk and avoiding the big
play capability the University of
Virginia transfer brings to the Spiders. In
tour nmss, Spinner has thrown for 792
yards and rushed for 192 on the season.
"Spinner is a premier quarterback —
you can'1 aadc the guy," Matthews said.
11< | .i big. strong kid who can nan.
Physically I'd compare him to the
[Minnesota
Vikings' quarterback

Daunte) Cuipepper — tacklers just
bounce off of him."
Richmond's wide receiving core of
Stacy Tutt, Boyd Ouden and Jake
Schools are the among the league's best,
according to Matthews.
"Offensively, the Spiders have our
attention," Matthews said. They have a
lot of talent, especially at receiver and a
pro prospect in offensive tackle Joe
Wilson. They have a little trouble in the
red zone, but they've gotten better in
every game this year."
Red-shirt seruor linebacker Dennard
Melton said, "They're going to complete
passes, we just need to tackle.
Completed passes never kill you, but
the runs after the catch will get you We
just need to get them on the ground so
they don't rum into big gains."
The combination of excellent skill
players on offense for Richmond and a
JMU defense that has been tackling
poorly creates a possibk' volatile equation for the Dukes.
"Our focus is on our tackling,"
Melton said. "As you can see in the prevk>us couple games, we haven't tackled
very well. We need to get back to the
basics of tackling — gang tackling,
wrapping and driving our feet."
see JMU, page U

The women's rugby club traveled to Mary Washington College
to play in a round-robin tournament last weekend.
The Dukes played an impressive game against Mary
Washington and came through
with a victory of 20-15. Seniors
Maia Paglinawan and Krishna
Ryden scored on tries in the game.
Two other tries were added by
freshman Brittany Conley.
The rugby team won its second game against Virginia Tech,
101-0. The Virginia Tech matchup
was a Matrix Conference game,
which determines its seat for the
state tournament. With this victory and the victory last weekend against the University of
Virginia, JMU is seated No. 1
going into the state tournament.
Its next game is Oct. 18 at George
Washington University.
Congratulations to the
triathlon team for being
named September's Sports
Club of the Month.
—from staff reports

GOLF

Dukes end
tourney
behind
Michigan
The women's golf team traveled to Ann Arbor, Mich., this
weekend to play in the Wolverine
Invitational. The squad finished
in second place behind host
University or Michigan, posting a
team score of 968
Three women placed in the individual top 10. Sophomore Carol
Green and senior Kansas Gooden
finished tied for fifth in the tournament, both shooting a 218 over three
rounds. Senior |ayme Langford
placed eighth with a 2«.
The men's golf team traveled to Huntersville, N.C., to
play in the 49er Collegiate
Classic hosted by the
University of North Carolina—
Charlotte. The team finished
tied in ninth place with a team
total of 883.
Sophomore Joe Scheffrcs led
the Dukes, finishing tied for 13th.
Scheffres carded a 216, including
a low round of 70.
—from staff reports

WOMEN'S SOCCER

UVa. edges out JMU, 1-0
No. 4-ranked Cavs struggle with aggressive play
BY Michael Mueller
contributing writer
In a game that featured more
defense than offense, JMU
almost pulled out an upset
anlnal the nationally-ranked
UnlvafSlI) m Virginia, but eventually fell 1-0 Tuesday at
Reeervoif Street Field.
Prom the opening touch,
JMU was physical with the
CavaUerBi constantly pushing,
grabbing and usmn its bodies
whenever poaatUfl
\ ir>;u 11.1 is not a physical
team." aald sophomore midfielder forward
Karly
Skladany, who received the
game's onh, yellow card. "We
wanted to keep the game as

physical ai pcasust/
While this approach did lead
it. if. fouls by the Dukes, the
physical mindset was something the IMl wanted to stick
with, according to Skladany.

The game was dependent on
JMU's defense as UVa. produced 18 shots on goal, many
late in the second half on corner
kicks and rebounds. But, the
Dukes' defense held on until
ft38 wen- k'ft in the game, and
Virginia's midfielder Sarah
Huffman scored off a n-bound.
"I was just trying to keep
everyone relaxed," sophomore
goalkeeper Jessica Hussey
said. "We wanted to just stay
calm and get everything out
that we could."
In the early minutes of the
game, as UVa. kept the ball
deep in JMU territory, c»»ach
Daw Lombardo kept yelling,
" 15 minutest 15 more minutes!"
After the game he
explained the team's strategy.
"We asked the kids (JMU
playSfs) not to make this a 90minute game, but (instead as]
15 minute segments, and we
wanted to keep them scoreless

going IntO halttmie,' he sjui.
The Dukes accomplished
this KML but the UVa. ofiaftt
continuously attacked the
Dukes, leading to seven shots
on goal in the first half.
With only five shots on goal
and one comer kick, most of
which came after UVa. scored,
the Dukes' offense was left to
the lone forward up fnvit, either
sophomore Kim Argv or freshman Sarah (. ebulski
"We knew we wouldn't get a
lot of chances (to score) but W8
gOt a few good ones.
Lombardo said.
JMU's greatest scoring
opportunity came at the 34minute mark in the set ond half,
as senior forward Abby
Karpinski crossed the ball to an
open Argy, who (Uncled the
headei just wide ot the goal
I he second half started
much as the first with UVa.
contn>lling the tempo of the

game and keeping the ball
deep in JMU territory.
The Cavaliers utilized passing
and deep kicks to their forwards
in the comers to keep their offensive attack going until they saved
the«Hily goal of the game.
Going through a slow start
to the season, Lombardo
thinks that the teams they
have played so far will benefit
the team in the long run.
"We've played a ridiculously
hard schedule," Lombardo said
"I think (the players) understood that what they did in the
first half of the season will
impact the rest of the year, when
it really counts
The non-conference loss to
the Cavaliers now drops JMU
to 3-8-1 overall and 1-2-0 in the
t olonial Athletic Association.
I he Dukes will travel to
Washington, D.C. to play
Georgetown University (3-ft-O
i >\vrall, 0-3-0 Big East) Monday.

CHRIS 1 AB/DA/vwor ph-hignipher
Freshman midfielder Shannon Seipp heads the ball against UVa
Tuesday. The Dukes lost, 10, to the No.4-ranked CavaNera.
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JMU: No
turnovers
for Dukes

SPOUTS

PICKS,
ii'.r

JMU, from page 17

Get ready to Fumble!

The
game plan
for
Richmond boils down to
three tasks. The Dukes'
offensive line must get off
the ball and dominate the
line of scrimmage. JMU's
defensive secondary must
avoid possible big play outburst by the Spiders by
improving their tackling.
Lastly, the Dukes cannot
turn the ball over.
"Richmond is a very good
team — they've held their
own in every game they've
played and taken each team
into the fourth quarter,"
Melton said. "We're going to
play our cover two [formations! and blitz a little. We
will play our base defense
and just get after them — it
should be a good game."

t oBttt '<Mlh.il! l.ins h,ive an -ution
p.H knl sLih" til g.»mes t*i tip this weekend,
as there are many battles for OOflfattnCi
supremacy, .»s well as matchups between
national powerhouse Top 25 teams. ■
In the NFL. two undefeated teams
square off to see who will remain unbeaten
on the year when the Camlina Panthers take
their ground attack led by running back
Stephen Davis to Indianapolis. Quarterback
Peyton Manning and wide receiver Mamn
Kirrison should be too much for Caiuuna.
As far as office rivalry, "He Hale Me"
Heinel continues to distance himself from
the rest of the competition, going **-2 last
week and perfect on NFL predictions The
real "He Hale Me," — Carolina kick return
specialist Rod Smart — upstaged Hnnrl.
making an alk-v like return baa to profae
sional football, returning a kkkoff for 100
yards last week Go 'head Rod — get some.
E-mail rKharbjrtSjmuaiu to talk trash to
Brad, who's getting smoked by a girl.
Red-headed wonder, advertising Md
executive Steve I Xiherty, is this week's guest

Wee Heinel
He He** Me
44-22

Week #7
Season total
Last week

Oklahoma © Texas
Michigan O Minnesota
Miami @ Florida State

Oklahoma
Michigan
Florida St
Arkansas
Tennessee

Oklahoma

Indianapolis
New England
Tampa Bay
Philadelphia
Green Bay

Auburn O Arkansas
Georgia @ Tennessee

Carolina @ Indianapolis
New York Giants © N.E.
Tampa Bay ® Washington
Philadelphia O Dallas
Kansas City © Green Bay

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12

Student tickets may be picked
up at Commons Diy on
Thursday, October 9,11 a.m. ■
2 p.m. or at the Athletics Ticket
Office, Entrance D of the
Convocation Center through
Friday, October 10. The ticket
office hours are 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
You must present your JAC
to receive your ticket.
Questions? Call 568-DUKEI

Field Hockey vs. Drexel, 1 p.m.

SEE YOU AT THE GAMES!!

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11
Field Festivities begin at 1 p.m. Gw Sewer
Football vs. Richmond, 3 p.m. hjUu1

Showker Field/Bridgeforth Stadium

For more informition on homecoming
go to www.jmu.edu/homecomingl

For scores, schedules, highlights and more, go to... ■rir,rrrr7r> ■>■ \n <-

Ca&Aatncao

1125(i|,JU5li|.E.«l|{)

SanSMai

SIJO

I *|*

SU5fi|,iUS|iL£«i0

Sac fa

JljO

CiffeAnLin

C2ftLll«it).S:»iji

C*ccao

t25|il,E.«it|.J2.90i{|

Kansas City

Cheese Pizza
Pepperoni Pizza
Sprint Role (2)
Steamed Dumper*;. 14)
E« Roll (1)
Yam Tatar.
Mini Corn Doge (4)
Fried Dumpings 14)
Fried Bread (S)
Fortune Cookie (10)
Chips

Indianapolis
New England
Tampa Bay
Philadelphia
Green Bay

I

SoH Drinks - Iced Tea (Wow 32 ozs.)
Plug More Items To Cornel
171 C Neff Avenue - (540) 433-1142
(Directly behind the Vakey Mall in Shopping Center with Classic Cleaners and Classic Tuxedo)

HOURS: SUN - WED 11 A.M. - 10 P.M. - THURS - SAT 11 A.M. - MIDNIGHT

Out The Difference
j^f

$2,000

- tt.S2.90Cg)

MttMenajTa

SIJO

SiaiLlI45(t|.SI»|{)

InsbAflenoooTa

SIJO

Brtvt

J175|j),JU5llU3.40l|i

ifcla

ChpnerGotd

SIJO

5175 ULilWll. Mm

CHAliBlKlfaLaw

S2.7S(s).S2.95ft).S3.404j)

haaaBtmdCoSR

SlJO(ii.SIJOlilSI.M|i)

customar
choice
on ION a, Vue's

$3,000
Customer
Choice on
I Series

s:»d)
-

S: 5ISLJW5IHJ3.<0(||

SIJO

UlanrikCMliBttCbl

FLAVOREDGOURMHSYRUPS

Indianapolis
New England
Tampa Bay
PhHadalphia
Kansas City

It's Different in a Saturn

Kraal ■()■

htafak

Indianapolis
New England
Washington

S aturn
of
Harrisonburg

EawMxdk*

VJSO

Indianapolis
New York
Tampa Bay
Philadelphia
Kansas City

Chicken Rice Vegetable Soup
Chkkan NootSe Vegetable Soup
Beef Vegetable Soup
Pork Dumpling Soup
Beet Rice Vegetable Soup
Chicken Vegetable Soup
Chicken Dumpling Soup
Vegetable Dumpling Soup

STRONG TEA (HOT OR ICED)

;

Georgia

Chicken Nuuets 181
Sleek Fewer* (3)
■eked Rout Pork Bun
Steemed Roeet Porte Bun
Crab Rangoon (3)
Chun Stick. (4)
Onion Rings (SI
French Fries
Corn Nunote 110)
Fried Muehraome 171
Apple Turnover

GREEN hi I HUB IEA (HOI OR ICED)
SIJO

Georgia

Hot Soups
Are Here! (16oz)

Now Open!
Grain

Florida St.
Auburn
Georgia

Oklahoma
Minnesota
Florida St
Auburn
Tennessee

MONQMI

Domestic and International Foods!
A New Concept in Fast Food Service!

Premium Beverages-Convenient Service

SLfl

Oklahoma
Mmsota
Miami

■

CUPS TO GO
PREMTUM ESPRESSO BF\IR\GES

MtaMgw
Florida St

Everything On Menu
Every Day 99 *

Harrisonburg beats up v>ith...

Epaj

Oklahoma

5-6
.610

Pro

HOMECOMING 2003
OCTOBER 10-12
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10

Steve Doherty
Carrot Top
40-26

Richmond al JMU

ower

Field Hockey vs. Hofstra. 7 p.m.

590

Bred Richards
B-fllch
36-30
7-4
550

College

p

purpi<

39-27
7-4
590

9-2
.670

AT paomagt

Alison Fargo
The Short One
39-27
8-3

Drew Wilson
Da Boss

0%for
60 months s.
S1.000 towards
| IB i down payment
1 PBI or 1.0% APR for
72 months and
$1,000 towards
Down Payment

umiam

Add so Esprojfl, Toud Coffet Boerige •PcppenH
•aW

'CawbK

•Cnad*

•Vaoilb

•Wlaptan'

'WirCkol*

•MCmt

Extended Warranty

Double Your
Coverage

Maintenance
Agreement tor

mtommUm

•Ml Drinks Aviiliblr »lth Sot Milk. Decifteinilrd
and/or Knl b\ rniu.«i

Delectable Baked Goods and Juice.

?ok for

)AILY SPECIALS

TiksBMi3ysar/36.0IO
mite warrant/ plus Saturn
of Harrisanhurg
will Include
• voar/36 000 mile
powertraln

3 veers or
38.000 miles
Engine Oil Change
Oil Finer Change
Tire Rotations
30 Point Inspection
Chassis Lubrication

Saturn of Harrisonburg
beside Joe Bowman Auto Plaza
Rt.33, Harrisonburg

437-7577
twright@joebowmanautoplaza.com
Disclosure: wrth approved credit OV. financing Sie 07 per Slooo. 1 g^t APR financing
• 14.71 per giooo. Offer good through October 3t on '03 models In-etocfc

mm

eeaeW

THURSDAY. OCT.

•rtandar MM lea
a day potential Local positions
l«0O293.30e5. e* 215

Onl) $15 lu run >i>ur "For
r-<-. K.>fi-(
On* U%*

I B< ili'wm

MO" ad for ihc entire
M-ttMrMer or

Fratornltlea, Soiorltlea, Clubs.
Student Oroupa - Earn $1,000
$2 000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraieer 3 hour
fund-raising event. Our free
programs make fund-raising eaay
with no risks. Fund raising dates
are filling Quickly, so gal with (he
program! it works.
Contact
CarnpusFiaidnjiear at l«8e-9233238.
or vaM www.campusfundhaiser com

until >our Hem sells
%xx> «or one ba*oom. c** &ii€i04
102 Maryland Avenue.
Feeling Cramped? Compere our
tpacfout house*, duplexes end
apartments. See photos, prices
and current availability toi 2004
2005 at www.cMaepropeftycom
Female Roommate Needed >
Brand new townhouse. $320 per
month with new furniture. $285
*ithout furniture. Call Samentha
5402461622 fwrmonamaVnu «*,

FOR SALE
1997 Monte Carte '»d ; door,
spot*' axcaOBflt condRnn 94.300
m*a*. Ktaded. new tires. $3,995
Cal 8300444.
Motorcycle 3000 Honda CSfttOO .

" " . ... .' '• :

trim, new tires. 9.000 miles,
negotiable. nftp//cob.;mu.#duA*e
Can 421-7243.
Pentlwn MMX • 200 MHi. 32M
RAM. 8G hard dm*. 24X COROM,
Windows 96. Office 97. HP Deskjet
520. 2 HP 26 cartridges, $200
o b o Call 612 2244 or email
tforogamid^mu eflu

Buy a classified ad and
i your ad listed on the

I u hlcne\ er annrs Hra i!
JM tnel I pot ■*> ifejeajl u5 aad only aR*s re ^wnBtng in
ihc For Sjle souon Ads nun hr
30 vorda a lw Offr, *r*<, to
nmoual nrm only Raul attta
end btin—ii do not queNy in
ihis iproal alkt Att mk ut »nbt\i
w
flrrr/c approval

568-6127
Raw Ski loots Lowe Structure
Coaches Boots Ladies 4 pair;
Rosaingnoi 6-pair Race one;
Rossmgnol 4 pair soft; Oalebello
SGS Vano 2 pair Dolomite ce blue
titanium 2 pair. Call 568 8721.
mbdafyriu.edu

Johnson Mandolin Now with dig
■eg • $75; square neck Regal
Dobro with case. $275; 26 key
accordion with case. $175; o.b.o
Call 4344625

IttT Oeeeje Naat> 4 door. Sporti
Ed just 58.000 miles. $3800.
calr568-7914.

www.ihebreeze.org

HELP WANTED

1991 Ford Mustang IX ■
hatchback, auto, excellent
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wneeta, beautiful car, $3,950. Call
2896420

A Spring Br«akor Noodod

Tired of Terrible DJ'eT Call Mil
Master Mike's Entertainment.
4429097.

Call 568*127
for more information.

Ho.
tog Ace
'.tier.
Double room with private bath
Close to campus. Bod and
breakfast. $100 for two nights
Call 4347152

•
•
•
•
•

.

M-PuutiorH Available
Cutiomcr Service/Sales
Wirt Annind OaSSSS
».13sUmVAppi.
All Aan l$t

■ Coediuoni Apply

Hol» Wanted - Earn up to $500
per weak assembling products at
home. No eipeflence. information
at 1-8666461700 Dept Yft 4806

F.

1-SOO-533-5S61

438-1300
www.wofkforsludcntsA'om

your ad IKu-d on the Web
Tor FREE!
www.lhebreeze.org

>vww. sp/ingtveakovecf com
USA Spring Break - Cancun.
Bahamas. Acapulco. Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled! Go *ith
quality and e.penence! 28 years in
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel). Cat tcfl nja: 1677460607/
Now also hiring campus repsl Earn
two free tnps for 15 travelers and

A Reality- Spring Break 2004
Only with Sunspiesh Tours. Lowest
pncee, free meals and parties Two
free tn» for groups 16004267710

1 Sortng aVaam Veaensnst UP*.
best prices! Mexico, Jamaica.
Bahamas. Florida, Texas. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted'
1800 234-7007
www enMissunmwtOun com

CONFIRMED FLIGHTS
FROMBWI
Iff

Spring Iron*. 20041 Travel with
Beach Life Vacations! America s
best student tour operator!
Jamaica. Cancun, Acapulco.
Bahamas. Florida. Sal trips, earn
cosh, travel free! Mu>ry book nowl
Call 190O7334J347.
wwwoeociWcv acBltons.com
Wkiter and Spring Break • Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1-800 SUNCHASE or go to

HCAPVb
www.Suncnase.com today!
Bnrtondor Tratneet Needed - $250
e day potential Local positions.

1 800 234 7007
www SpriifBraafcJVawW com
Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise
island. Cancun. Jamaica, and
Acapulco from $489 Air. hotel.
transfers, parties, and more1
Oiganjie small group- earn free
trips
plus
commissions
Call 1 8O0-GET SUN1

I.,,..FV.HT-M

PLACE A
CLASSIFIED AD
IN THE BREEZE!
ii.m fnr lirsl III «onh
$2.W each add'l III »nrd>
III,., k .1,1-.,,. Mil ITI.II

Cancun. Acapalce, Nassau.
Jamaica! 7 nights from $459 +
ta>! includes breakfasts, dinners
Guaranteed lowest pnees and best
party schedule. The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! Visit the best
Spnng Break site on the web Mew
100s of hotel videos and reviews
at www.SprmgBreakTravel.com.
Cal 1-800678-6366

'

www sludrnlt>«ptpssxom
C.illNOW: 1.800 717.3787
Thanksgiving Rldo Home for W
NJ, MA PA and MD students
Register at **wcc*Mge<Crena*.com.
Act Nowl Book il people, get
12th trip tree. Group discounts for
6. Call 18008388202 or
www spnngbreafcdiacounfs com
Spring freak Rape Neodod • to
promote campus tnps. Earn cash
and 2 free tnps! We train you.
1600-3671252

mihmim

SomnmSpn^aaeafcn.ii
.
Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel
Better trips, better prices. Early
booking incentives. Book now with
a small deposit. 140O367-1252
wwwapnVugyaeftdknKi com

AIRLINE
TICKET!
Sofia In ■

14004 w gsj
al Spring Brook Operator! Check
our website for the best deals,
www vagabondtours.com Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida.
Group organizers earn MM tnps and
cash Cell today! 16662732500

mm sunspiasntours com
Campu* Rape Neededl Be a
Campus Rep for the only Spring
Break company recognized 'or
outstanding ethics! Earn free tnps
andcashl 1*006 786386

$$.

TRAVEL

Part-time Peison to Clean
Raaldowttal Home dose to JMU.
Needs to be able to lift and dean
windows. Apply m parson at Jamas
McMone Antique Jewelry • Court
Square. Cell 4331833.

www. tunsplMhtour*. com
1800426-7710

ROBERT

NOTICE
For mure information and auisuncc
reprdmf the imntipbon of finaaciaf
hi* WHO-. opfXtflunirici. contact the
Better BUMWSA Bureau, lac

Looking for a I poll al friend? Well
have fun! Only $9 per hour. Call
Special K. 574-3437. Strictly
Platonic
inquiries
only
poty*$t9rchick0hotmatt.com

FALL EXPANSION

Buy a • \mssit\td ad and get

(all 568-6127 today!

for Tr**j Brteus?
The are#/e W tooWng for
wntars for News, Sports. Style).
Focus and Opinion.

. tri
knowledge of planting and design
to maintain residential lawn with
roses Super pay for the right
person. Apply in parson at James
McHona Jewelry. Court Square.
Call 433-1833.

Fall Into a Groat look
Thnft. M7 N. Main

1—9 Peisuki 944 - 94K miles, 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli tires, beautiful car inside and
out. $5,995 Call 54O7404245.

1992 Ford Caalarar ■ good
conation, new brae. $5,000 o.o.o.
Can Mike. 4354369

Do You Want to Writs

19*4 Ford Escort For Sate- SlOOO
or beat offer CaH 4330516

WebforFRKK!

IT

Looking For a Fan Job? Classic
Photograpny Inc. is seeking several
outgoing, responsible students to
hire and train as photographers to
cover student organization parties
and events Car needed. Contact
Mamea Can uafree (866) 8822897.
fftewataa^aMctrycJassa; com

ftrtl man cut on thta pm frail

Pert-time Computer Person
Wonted for Now end Spring
Semester maintain Wab site.
assist Internet sales, knowledge of
eBey workings a plus. Eaceiient
pay. rte>Ote hours. Apply m person
at Jamas C. McHona Jewelry. Court
Square. Call 433-1833.

9. 20031 THK BRKKZK 119

1-800-648-4840
www.ststravnl.com

Ml classified ad* rauM be
Mihmmol in willing. You
nu\ ., ,n;nl >,>uradlo
Hi.- !'i.'iveG»jniu.cdu. Ads
niu.l K- imiil in advance by

Biggest Spring Break Part}!
Cruise with 100s of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise! Spend 5 days in the
Bahamas from $279! includes
most meals, free parties, port
taaes' Ettacs Award wmng company1
www Sping8teakTra\el com Call

cn.h. check. VISA or
MoMerCard. All ads arc
. il'l..l l,' Brcc/c jpptoval.
Call 568-6127 iuda\!

KEEFER

The Law Office of Robert F. Keefer, Esq., P.L.C
rkecferfa keefercard.com
lie Thomas Harrison House

FREE
^CONSULTATION

10 W Bruce Street
Ilarrisonburg. VA _2sii|
www .kecfercard.com

Yo^r ac( h«r«

540.433.6906

Br«e7« pfafymg

How Accepting Flux!

SNOWBOARDS
//
SKIS:

t

^,

K2
Htod

Salomon
Atomic

WELCOME BACK JMU ALUMNI !

ONE LARGE-ONE TOPPING
PIZZA

Season Rentals 03/ot:
SWs
$««
Snowhoaras

ONLY $7.99

$S9

Al Pack*)*.*, torn* tamfM*
Wttk •varylKInf you o«a«
K..a iha- tar

CARRY 00T OR DELIVERY

MM WWU

4 Cradle MtnTX.

SKI & SKATE
433-7201
AUHINiy

C

Harhosnburg, VA
Next to Home Depot

Wilderness
OUTDOOR WEAR AND EQUIPMENT
BACKPACKING
iKPACKING - CLIMBING
CANOEING - CAMPING - TRAVEL
CLOTHING - FOOTWEAR
X-C SKIS & ACCESORIES

433-4800

433-1021

Ntrth Mison Street

434-0070

MM SMI Main Street

78 Carttoe Street

FEATURING
PATAGONIA - GRAMICCI - GREGORY
PETZL - KELTY - TEVA - VASQUE - MERRELL
M.S.R - THERM-A-REST - NORTH FACE
BIRKENSTOCK -SEQUEL - LOWE - MARMOT
BLACK DIAMOND - BOLLE - SIERRA DESIGNS
DES
ALPS - WIGWAM - THOR-LO - COLUMBIA
MOUTAINSMITH - PERCEPTION
US G S TOPO MAPS

ACCtSS ROAD TO THE SHERATON INN 1544 E. MAHKF I ST. HAHHISONHUHG

434-7234

http://www. wildv.com
IN4 <3 W!

"Serving JMU since 1992"
r.a»u*>c>*
Delicatessen

•^

Delivery Availabl
Next to Kroger

^-with the purchase of ONE sub at equal or greater value

e

Phone: 433-4090 fax: 433#Q-

BeefOff

Offer applies on In-House orders ONLY. Expire* IftltVI],

201 THE

BREEZE I THURSDAY, OCT.

©,
©

9, 2003

©

BRAKES -TI NK-1 l> • SI SPKNSION

JM's

AUTO
SERVICE

434-1147

©

Master
Auto
Technicians

ENGINE • TRANSMISSION • CLUTCH • ELECTRICAL

$4.99 a Foot

"A True Outlet"

10% OFF
Any Repair

•Import & U.S. Cars and Truckb
Free Estimates- All Work Guaranteed
•Maintenance & Repairs
Pick-up & Delivery Available
•Experience the Difference

Always 30-50% Below Wholesale

©

4pm - Midnight

We find the deals, you keep the savings!
The only outlet in Harrisonburg offering electronics, clothing for the entire family,
furniture, lawn and garden products, household products, toys, groceries and more.

OmMon-M: 10-6 VM ; &: UVM
4371995

160 Waterman Dr.t

10% Off
Regular Priced Merchandise
Coupon must be presented to cashier
533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. -574-3178
798 E. Market St 433-6200

before purchase.

JMU

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED
tr

ftW

^

'''

Full Service Salon
Offering:
S;
Massage
Body waxing
Facials
810 Port Republic Rd.
Suite M
HarrisonburgVA 22801
432-5544
www.tanglesdayspa. netfirms com

j'unple ^rleasures t^afe

Join us for
Homecoming Weekend!
Now open for Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday
• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages £ ^
• Boar's Head Dell ^j
• Catering for all occasions
.%4-'29M

•5-lrrorM/rom C- Of/lO
ad

TATTOO?
WHERE TO GO?

ASK A SENIOR!!

Now Celebrating Our 6th Year
HARRISONBURGS PREMIER TATTOO & PIERCING STUDIO

JMU West Campus
& South Main St

JMU CISAT &
Port Rd.

433-2300
Ask About Our Super-7 Menu!
jxrqe 1 Topping: Med 1-Topping
♦ Pizza
♦ Pizza <£
C'mnlstix
1

$7.001

"Our reputation speaks for ITSELF!'

<PainUJ Xadxj Dattoo
200 <Soutn afivt.
czrfariiioniruxa
433-5612
Hours:
Mon.-Thurj. 12 Noon to 8pm
In & Sit 12 Noon to 10pm
Ckucd Sunday
Monday piercing unavailable

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

